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QUESTION OF ALGERIA (A/3197; A/C .1/L .165) ./J.genda i tern 6?} (continued) 

1vlr. SHAllA (Nepal): lvly Government was a party to the Bandung Declaration 

which supported the right of self-determination for the people of Algeria. Let me, 

at the very outset, make clear my Government's stand with regard to the basic 

principle involved in the question of Algeria. Vie have always stood. for the 

right of self -determination for all peoples, the recognition of which is one 

of the basic objects of the United Nations Charter itself as laid down in 

Article l (2), To the nations of Asia and J~frica that have just emerged from 

foreign rule to indeiDendent nationhood or statehood, the problem of Algeria is 

one which evokes deep-felt emotions and sympathies because they can but view the 

struggle of the Algerian people as a part of their common struggle for national 

independence and freedom, characterized by the common background of the general 

awakening in the continents of Asia and Africa in the years immediately following 

the Second VJorld War. 

It can be PasL.y understood how sensitive public opinion is in the countries 

of this entire region to the question of colonial suppression of national freedom 

and independence. Nationalism may have beccrre an outmoded slc~E..n for the 

countries of Europe at the present level of their development, but it should not 

be forgotten that their present achievements in various fields of progreds were 

largely a direct result of the maturing and ripening of the spirit of nationalism. 

To the nations of Asia that have only recently won their national and political 

freedoms nationalism still continues to be a living force with immense possibilities 

for both the present and the future. These nations realize as much as any other 

nation that the road to various developed and advanced forms of international 

co-operation and activity lies in their national independence and in the free 

expression of their national will. 

' 
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The Foreign Hinister of France seemed to vis alize for France a permanent 

form of association with hlgeria, but the prospect for the realization of such 

an association -- such an international association on a firm and stable basis 

can only be marred by the kind of stubborn attitude which France is showing at 

the moment as regards the question of self-determination for the hlgerian people. 

By denying the right of self-determination tn the people of .:lgeria the French 

Government cannot create an atmosphere and a prospect for better relationships 

with that country at present or in the future because such an association 

between France and her erstwhile colonies can have a permanent basis only 

through the freely expressed will of the latter, as has been the case with 

the members of the British Commonwealth of Nations. 

The French Foreign Minister has eloquently argued that as Algeria is an 

integral part of metropolitan France, the situation there is entirely within the 

domestic jurisdiction of France and that the United Nations cannot and must not 

intervene in that situation in accordance with Article 2 (7) of the Charter. 

Quite a. number of other representatives in this Committee have also sought in 

their ovm vray to uphold France 1 s stand in the matter. J.s far as we are concerned, 

we cannot support France's plea for domestic jurisdiction with regard to Algeria 

mainly on the following grounds: 

First, .t.lgeria was an independent country having treaties and diplomatic 

relations with other countries of the world until 1830 when it was conquered 

and occupied by France. 

Secondly, J,lgeria cannot become a part of France as a result of the latter's 

unilateral decision with regard to integration inasmuch as the people of Algeria 

have had no opportunity so far to express their will on the question. 

Thirdly, geographically, ethnically, religiously and culturally Algeria 

seems to be a distinct national and political entity from France. 
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Fourthly, there are precedents in which a plea of domestic jurisdiction has 

not been recognized by the United Nations in regard to ~uestions of human rights 

having repercussions on international peace and security. This was the view 

accepted by the United Nations when it took up the ~uestions of the treatment of 

people of Indian origin in South Africa and the policy of apartheid followed by 

the Union of South Africa. In the opinion of my delegation, the ~uestion of 

Algeria is also a ~uestion of fundamental human rights and freedom, as is the 

right of self-determination in itself a fundamental human right. Furthermore, 

the denial of this right of self-determination to the people of Algeria has already 

disturbed harmony between 11ations and has also caused a continuous breach of peace 

in that area. 

Lastly, I wish to examine the claim put forward by the Foreign Minister of 

France that l<'rance had a special status and position in relation to Algeria, as 

there is a European minority population the future safe-guarding of which ~cs 

the special duty and responsibility of France. In a derr.ocracy cno can certaiply 

understand the necessity for the protection of the rights and freedom of the 

minorities, but it is unthinkable that the concern for the rights and privileges 

of a favoured minority should be allowed perrr.anently to block the progress of the 

majority towards democracy and national independe~ce. 

The Foreign Minister of France gave us a long account of the achievements of 

France in Algeria,which were examined in detail by the speakers that have 

preceded me in•thie debate, especially by the representatives of Syria and 

Morocco. Personally, I feel that we are not here to examine the achievements and 

failures of France in nlgeria. Nor are we here to examine the charges against 

France and the counter-charges by it. To my mind, indictments and recriminations 

are not at all relevant to our present purpose. \/e are primarily faced with the 

tasl\: of finding a solution to the problem of Algeria. This problem, apart from 

being a political problem causing conflict and strife in the most critical area 

of the world -- vrhich the Middle East is today -- has also proved to be a great 

human tragedy, even judged by the terrible loss of human life and blood it has 

involved. The only practical solution seems to exist in the negotiations between 

France and the leaders of the Algerian Katicnal ~overr.ent. Once France recognizes the 

right of self-determination for the people of Algeria, it should have no difficulty 
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in settling matters with the lenders of the Algerian freedom movement relating to 

the form of association between France and Algeria in the future and also to the 

adequate safe-guarding of the rights and freedom of the European minority in 

Algeria. 

On the other hand, if France persists in its policy of getting tough with the 

so -called rebels and cf i n::r:osir:g c-ettle:!Y.ent ty force, it will r:ot cnly 'ce 

forfeiting the goodvvill of the .Algerian people and thus vJreckin[; the prospect for 

friendly association with l:..lgeria forever in the future, but -vrill also at the same 

time be keeping alive the threat to international peace by affording all, 

especially those who might be only biding their time, an opportunity to fish in the 

troubled waters of ~'\lgeria. It is really a strange irony of history and 

circumstances thrt this great nation of Europe which for the first time gave the 

world the declaration of the 11Right of Man and Citizen11
, and proclaimed the 

principles of equality, liberty ar1d fraternity, should itself err on the side of 

denying the right of self-determination to the people of Algeria. 

Iv!ay vrc tofe that France, ar:ir:.ated by its tracli tion of freedom and liberal 

thought and acting in the light of the trends of modern history and progress, will 

arrive at a political settlement with the leaders and people of l;.lgeria in the 

same way in which it settled its affairs with Morocco and Tunisia. It is in thiR 

spirit and with the hope that France will no longer allow sham considerations of 

pretense and prestige to stand in the way of negotiating a Tclitical settlement 

with the 1\lgerian people that my delegation has co-sponsored the drctft resolution 

contained in document A/C.lji,.l65 along with other Asian and African Povrers. Its 

purpose is not to humiliate or conderrn France, but to help to achieve a lasting 

and friendly settlement between France and the people of Algeria on the basis of 

mutual benefit and eo-operation. My delegation believes that all who desire the 

restoration of peace to Algeria and a friendly settlement bet'\Yeen France and the 

Algerian people should have no difficulty in supporting it. 
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Mr. KISELEV (Byelorussiall Soviet Socialist Republic) (interpretation from 

Russian): The delegation of the Byelorussian SSR has studied with great care the 

statement on the Algerian issue made by the Foreign Minister of France, Mr. Pineau. 

Mr. Pineau has tried to convince us that the t1ollet Government wishes to implement 

a sort of ne1v :policy with r8spect to Algeria. ·Hhat is the substance of this new 

:policy? The substance of this new :policy is to be found in the fact that ~he 

Mollet Government reg_uires the National Liberation Front to cease fire in Algeria, 

and this vTi thout any :preliminary conditions. A :proposal has been made by the 

Mollet Government concerning the conduct of elections under the international 

control of the so-called democratic States. In addition, that Govercment promises 

the elaboration of a nevv status for Algeria and the implementation of certain 

other measures. Simultaneously, Mr. Pineau stated that France will never abandon 

Algeria. 

In his rather prolonged speech Mr. Pineau has not given any positive reply 

to any of the substar.ti ve g_uestions vThich have been raised by the Algerian people 

at the present time. Hr. Pineau has refused to recognize the right of the 

Algerian people to national in,iependence and self-governmenc. 'Ihe :Lntsntir "f 

hls ent:i::c SJ:'CG('h vTas to mislead world public oplnion and to place the guilt of 

the colonial wo~r, which is being led by thA Governme;1t of Hallet in J\lgeria, on 

the stculdsrs of the political parties in Algeria. 

The speech of Nr. Pineau does not contain anything new and there are no 

constructive proposals in that speecb. calling for the constructive settlement of 

the Algerian problem. It js not possible to find in the statement of the 

re:presentati ve of l"rance any bin~ of an effort to attempt to solve the Algerian 

issue by peaceful means. Yet, in the tenor of the speech we can see threats 

directed at the leaders of the National Liberation Front of Algeria, the Algerian 

National Hovement and the Algerian Communist Party. 

Therefore, it is not possible to state that the governing circles of France 

have soberly assessed the international situation and have drawn the proper 

deductions from the disgraceful failure of the Anglo-Franco-Israel military 

adventure against Egypt. J;.t the same time, after the plans to grab the Suez Canal, 

to crush Egypt, to bring to their knees the other peoples of the IJear arid Middle 

East who, like the Algerian people, are struggling for independence, after all this 

has failed, the position of the French colonizers in Algeria remains even more 

obscure and without any hope for the future. 
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The colonial war in Algeria has weakened the international position of 

France; it has made its economic difficulties even more acute and has been 

responsible for worsening the relations between France and the j~rab States. 

The Government of Mollet has sent a 4oo,ooo man army into Algeria, armed with 

modern weapons. From documents -vre have received of the I\atior:3l Liceration 

Front of Algeria, it can 1:e Eeen ttat frcm NoYember 15~4 v.·:tEn i.te 

Algerian patriots -vrere forced to take up arms and started their national 

revolution, tens of thousands of Algerians have teen killed. Hmr can these 

facts be accepted in the light of the statement of Hr. i'ineau that the policy 

of France with respect to Algeria corresponds to the great traditions of the 

great demor.racies and that the French authorities in Algeria have attained a 

very high level of civilization and progress for the Jilgerian population? That 

statement of Ilr. Pineau is surely in contradiction to the mass murders of the 

people of Algeria who have struggled for their independence. The Mollet 

Government tries through the guise of democratic traditions of France to 

camouflage the colonial aims of the monopolistic capitalists of France who 

are trying to preserve the existing order in Algeria. Yet, in the United Nations 

we find delegations that are supporting the colonial policy of the French 

Government. This has been quite frankly stated by the representatives of the 

United Kingdom, France, the United States, Spain, Cuba anci even corr:e others; 

moreover certain States have supported this policy not only in words but in 

fact. 

As is well known, the ruling circles of France have succeeded in having a 

part of the armed forces of NATO sent to .P .. lgeria to fight the peace-loving Algerians. 

'IJ::e Ccucil of NJ!J.O on 28 March 1956 officially blessed the Government of France 

for the colonial war it was conducting against the Algerian people. The Mollet 

Government has recourse to weapons received by France as a I'Iember of NATO. 

The New York Times on 27 ~ co.2~~cc 1956 stated that the contribution of the 

armed forces of France and NATO constitute a little more than fourteen divisions, 

four of vhich at the present time are in North J,frica. ExplaiDing :Lts policy, 

French Eilitc.ry authorities :::+ate tt.at tt.e rcprcEEicn in l\orth Afri.ca ty 

the French forces is a very important factor to insure the political stability of 

France and for the rear area of Nil-TO. 
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All this shows that the activities of the military forces of NATO in f,lgeria 

not only constitute a crude violation of the Charter of the United Nations but 

is in fact an act of colonial aggression, The divisions of NJiTO at the present 

time kill f;_lgerians vrho .struggle w·ith courage for the cause of liberty and the 

independence of their country, It is impossible to read -vrithout emotion the 

document submitted by the National Liberation Front of Algeria, "'n Llgerian 

national movement, which describes the terror and the atrocities perpetrated 

by the French colonial troops and etc victL.,iz:i_ng of t'-:cc:: n L-;opulation, 

Let me cite some exampleo. In the French newspaper ~-e 1lO_I.1_9.~. of 

25 May 1956, its correspondent \iTote that the details which have come out 

through broadcasts of Radio Algeria concerning the elimi~ation of ten villages, 

have forced the inhabitants to move to the cities. The military forces found 

there only old people, women and c:!:"lildren. T:!:"le correspondent 'said: 11 1 did not 

have the opportunity of participating in all of these operations, but I can 

state what happened in a village close to .ehilippeville; fifty ;romen, children 

and old people have been killed. I do not recall any more tragic situation than 

the one I have seen there after the departure of the troops. \Then I arrived I 

was welcomed by the barking of dogs who were the only ones -vrho surv~.ved11 
• 

These are just separate examples taken from the French Press. The French 

military authoritie~ having been angered by the resistance of the Algerians, 

used repressive and terroristic mc;tllods on the population. 

Mr. Ben Ahmed on 5 July 1956 in the National JJ.ssembly of France stated: 
11The situation becomes more and more tragic. Torturing and repression are 

practised on behalf of France. Recently in the area of Constantine, one of the 

Algerians who had protested against the burning of his house was thrcwn ilYi·c the 

fire by the French gendarmes and died. These actions will lead us to a 

catastrophe . 11 This 11as stated by a Socialist, in other words, a member of the 

party which is governing France at the present time. 

These repressions are not exceptions. This is an example of the permanent 

colonial policy practised by the French Government in Algeria. Today 400,000 

French soldiers are practisinc; what is called the pacification of ~·,lgeria. In 

fact, they are carrying on a real 11ar against the f~.lgerian people and yet they 

cannot compel the .t\.lgerian people to desist from its struggle. The army of the 

National Liberation Front struggles -vrith success against the French colonial 

forces. 
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The colonial v.-o.r in AlgPria has been very costly to the Frew.:b to,xpaye:cs, 

amounting to more than l billion francs IJer In 1956 alone, 500 billion francs 

were srent for the struggle in Algeria. 

Hr. Pineau and r~Ir. Soustelle have mad.e man~ stateuents concerning the French 

achievements in :clgeria in the improvement of ·che li vi"lc; conditions of the 

population, The~- have mentioned the cultural contribm:;ions of the French, t:r_eir 

development of civilization, and so forth. 'I'he l"::cench have •iistributecl all ldnis 

of information, through propaganda manuals and other· media, about the develop;,lent 

vhich has taken place in 1Hgeria sir:ce theL' ;Jresence ther-e 126 j·ears ac;o. 

close study of the facts vTill shou, hmTeve~-, that the J:.'rench o·.::cupation has LJe_cely 

helpec. to create a typir;al colonial regime in the country. I should like to 

cite a few figu:res. The population of Algedc::~ is approximately 10 million, of 

which l )200 ,000 are Europeans. Preceding ::;pea}:e:cs l1ave mentioned this fact. Of 

this population, 2,lOO,COO children receive no educotion at all owing to the lack 

of schools and teachers. HmTever, the children of the Euror-ean population attend 

school :c·egularly. The absence of schools anc.'c tear;he:cs for the /clgerian children 

has resulted in an illiteracy rate of the local population of 86 per cent. The 

Arabic language, which is the mother tongue of the population, is considered by 

the French au_thori ties to be a fo:2eigr1 lant;uage. ,'.11 studies in -che schools have 

always taken place in the French language. 

i~s regards conditions in the medical field, the sit, uation is just as be.d. Fur 

a population of 10 million, there are onl:/ 149 hosrJitals, v7ith 26,000 beds. In all 

of i'..lgeria there are l ,851 doctors, V7i th the majority of then1 in the three main 

cities of _llgeria, Oran and Constantine; there are only 350 doctors for the rest 

of Algeria, Hhich consti~vutes one doctor per 6,000 inhabitants, as compared to 

one doctor per 1;000 inhabitants in France. It is not surprisi' ~;, therefore, that 

approximately 50 per cent of the l .. lgerian child:cen die before thcoy reach the ac;e 

of five. 

The sta,ndard of living of the ,\lge.cian pupulaticn is very low indeed. The 

people are living in near--starvation conditic s. c direct consequence of the 

colonial ~~egime is the poverty of the incJ.igenous population. Thus, the Bishop 

of the city of Constantine, Mgr. Pinier, declared on 25 May 1954, accordinG to the 

French ne-vrspaper :Sconomie · 1- Poli tique of 13 June 1955: 
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"Hhen one speaks of starvation in Algeria, it is not a literary 

form for so~ial protest; it is a horrible reality; it is the common 

drama of the population and not merely the fate of a few beggars who 

beg on the streets. This is not a tragedy of only a few unfortunate 

families who might be helped by being granted some bread; i.t is a 

tragedy of millions of people who live with us on the Algerian soil. 

It is not a passing tragedy; it is a permaneEt tragedy vThich is to 

be found in the very heart of our economy, in the heart of our country, 

and this ·tragedy will affect generations of families as a result. of 

being underfed, sick, and lacking jn all the requirements of existence." 

This is the testimony of a Catholic priest. The colonial authorities keep 

the Algerian population in ignorance and in poverty so as to have cheap labour 

and so as to be able to compel them to '•mrk for prCJ.ctically nothing. 

The poverty of the Algerian villaces offers evidence of the exploitation to 

which the population has been subjected. The best land generally belongs to the 

French colonials. Figures show that 549,400 Algerian landowners poss~ss only 

23 million acres of land, which is an average of 42 acres per inhabitant, and 

65 per cent of that land is actually desert land. !l.t the same time, 25 ,Boo French 

colonials possess 6 million acres, which is an average of 233 acres of arable land 

for each member of the French population. 

The organ of the French Bourse, La Vie Franqaise, was forced to admit on 

17 Decesber 1954 that the average ar:.nual pay of a village family did not exceed 

25,000 francs, which is about $72. 
These figures speak for themselves. There are hundreds of thousands of 

unemployed in Algeria who are even in a worse situation. Unemployment prevails 

mainly among the Arab population. The great majority of the population is forced 

to live in miserable dwellings. The Algerian economy is exhausted because of 

colonial exploitation. 

These are facts which characterize the colonial regime in Algeria and the 

miserable conditions in which the impoverished population must live. 

The- epresentative of France, Mr. Pineau, in speaking of the caUCC'f1 of the 

revolt in I: .. lgeria, stated that the main reason for the crisis was to be found in 

the activities of the terrorist groups which, according to hiffi, have been preparing 

for this revolt for a number of years, on the instructions of foreign Powers. 
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It is necessary in the first place to show to -what extent the sto.tement of 

Mr. PinPau is incorrect that the Algel'ian struggle for independence has only come 

about during the past few years, History shciWS that the Algerian struggle for 

independence has continued for more than Jne hundred. years and that it has never 

stopped. During certain periods it has vTeakened under the weight of repression and 

terror, but that is all. 

Now more-than half of the French troops have been thrown against the Algerians. 

These French troops are equipped with helicopters, tanks, airplanes, machinegucs 

and other vreapons. They possess all the modern armarr.ents. De spice that, h01>1ever, 

the struggle of the Algerian people has not weakened; en the contrary, it has 

found new strength. 

The strengthening of this struggle of the "\.lgerian people shows that they are 

ready to sacrifice everything in order to achieve their independence. 

1\t the last Congress of the French Socialist Party, the del ~ate from Algiers, 

Ben Ahmed, stated that l5,COO people were struggling against the French troops in 

~lgeria, He stated: 

!!These fighters c.re unanimously supported oy tl1e _,lgf- 'an people. 

Those vrho are called rebels are hidden, fed and helped by the population. 

Everyone is on theL' side, even the 110men ancl chilcil·en the inhabitants 

of cities and -che vTOrkers in the rural a -(·eas are all as one , 11 

Therefore, we are not speaking here of terroristic JCn~r:s, but of "-he whcle 

Algerian population I>Thich is struggling aga~.nst the French colonizers. I1.. study 

of the facts related to the situation in Algeria reveals that the policy of the 

French Go-,·ermn::nt is purely a colonial policy. It does not conform to the 

requirements of our time. The struggle of the i.lgerians and the results vrhich they 

have achieved show that the colonial policy in Algeria will fail. 

The settlement of the ;\:Lgerian question 1-rill be possible only by followine; nevT 

methods and by taldng into account the historical li c1k~' between F'rance and 1~lgeria. 

It would be possible to find a solution by taking into account the suggestions 

recently made -by the representatives of the /,lgerian people, Hho insist that 

Algeria must be given its independence. Hmwve:c", if the legitimate aspirations of 

the Algerian people 1-Till continue to be ignored, i', i-Till not be possible to achieve 

an equitable solution of the problem. 
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The delegation of the Byelorussian SSR considers that a peaceful settlement in 

Alg~rh tmu the granting to Algeria of independence, within the framework of Franco

i\.lgerian relo.tions, will correspond. not only to tte interests of tbe A l e;erian people 

'The exarr,ple of the pe2.ceful settlement of the 

:tvloroccan and Tunisian issues can serve quite 1-rell. But the leading circles of 

France do not want to understand i:~1Pct the c&dcrt:pt old colonial policy is 20 th:.ng 

of the past and. vill fail. 

It is possible, hovever, to find an equitable solution to the problem. 

is the possibility of negotiation bet1veen the Government of France and the 

There 

representatives of the Algerian people. The absence of such negotiations merely 

helps to continue the present situation, vith its potential threat to peace. ht 

the present time, the Algerian issue has become one of the most important 

international problems, and it is necessary to settle this problem as soon as 

possible. The movement against the colonial institutions has taken on the aspect 

of a popular torrent so poverful that it cannot be stopped ty armies, the most 

modern military equipment, or promises of reforms. 

At the preser.t time, the struggle of the Algerian people for its freedom and 

independence is meeting with poverful international support. 'I'he position of our 

delegation, like that of numerous other delegations, is vell knovn >vith regard to 

granting independence and self-government to colonial peoples. The moral support 

and the sympathy of the Byelcr~ssian people are on the side of those vho struggle 

against colonialism or against any form of national subjection. 

The French Government must follov the path of friendship betveen the Algerians 

and the French. They must recognize the national existence of the Algerian people 

by granting them their Lr.dq:er.de:nc•',. Tle should not make the chasm even vider 

and develop hatred betveen tvo glorious people. It is necessary to put a stop 

to this unfair colonial var in Algeria. Such a policy vould correspond to the 

interests of the Algerian and French 1Jeoples. 

1n the light of vho.t ve have said, the delegation of the Byelorussian SSR 

supports the resolution of the eighteen Asian and African States 1 vill vote 

in favour of it. 
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Mr. CHAVEZ ORTIZ (Boliviat (interpretation from Spanish): He take part 

in thic discussion on the so-called question of Algeria at a time when the play 

of passion and argument has c: ~-~·,:c:.>-:C the atmosphere around us and has led to much 

heat. It could not be otherwise, for conflicts among peoples reach their highest 

point when one sacrifices his life for liberty. That, -vre believe, is what is 

happening in Algeria today. That is why we do not wish to add to the passion 

and the heat of the discussion. As far as possible, -vre wish to place ourselves in 

3Hr:~~ a _~c:3iticn that vc 1rill 'be able to cr:o.lycc ccclly tl~,- re:1'='cns advaiJCcd t~r 

both sides. That is difficult enough when it is a question of matters that 

concern France. No Latin American can be unmrare of the decisive influence of 

that great nation. It is more than a nation; it is a source of culture that has 

created landmarks in the progress of man. He have always been, we are and we will 

be, friends of France. In our own hearts we felt vhat was experienced by France 

when it vas invaded and laid waste ir-l two -vrorld wars. He witnessed the joy 

of all Bolivians when France vas able to celebrate its triumph over the forces of 

Nazi aggression. He stood by France in both wars, and it is our conviction that 

we stood by liberty and justice -- that sacred attribute that we learned tr"J love 

as we became familiar with the glorious pages of French history. This tercic 

history is well known to us, because it is closest to us, and it is from that source 

that our liberators drew their inspiration. Bolivar and San Nartin based their 

policies of independence on the policies of France. That is why ve want the 

delegation of France to forgive us if, at this time when we take part in this debate, 

we do not agree with it in everything. \le want France to consider that we are 

having a discussion with a friend, although with different points of viev, but in 

no way casting shadows on the friendship. 

At first sight, this case seems to be a conflict between two basic principles 

of the Charter. 1here seems to be a contradi.ction or a paradox in the application 

of the principles expounded in pe.ragraph 2 of lirticle 1 and paragraph 7 of 

Article 2. But the provisions of Arti<.!les 10, 11, 12, 13 and ,14 give the Assembly 

the necessary power to tc :::Lizcd of CJ.r:y c,_c;cstion) althct:gh ·ctis rr.ictt s.rr:oar to oe 

a restriction of the sovereignty of France. A general interpretation of the Charter 

demonstrates that the competence of the United Nations on such matters as the 

reduction of armaments, the application of measures of coercion as set forth in 

;hapte~ VII, and the 1rusteeship System, are also limitations on the sovereign rights 

of _r:eoples. Sovereignty, if we are to understand it in too wide a senEe would be 
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to impose our own decisions and our own will on any country. But, understanding 

sovereignty thus, we should have no right 1,0 recommend the reduction or the control 

of armaments, no right to oversee the trusteeship administration of a Pm-rer over 

a colonial territory, no right to take measures against a State whose sovereign 

will leads it to act in such a way as to endanger international peace and security. 

Along the road of unlimited sovereignty, we would arrive at a world dominated by 

the most powerful. 

He must nevertheless not forget that all juridical norrr.s irr.ply a restriction 

on individual liberty in the name of the collective ".nterest. 

I do not wish to have lvhat I have said interpreted as a panegy:-ic of 

::.r:.servent::.coL. Nor do we believe that in the case of a domestic conflict in a 

country:, which we call civil 1-.rar, the United Nations might be called in by one side 

or the other. The Bolivian delegation could never state such a thing. Here we 

to state such a thing, it 1vould be to speak for intervention, which 'V!Ould be 

extremely regrettat~e. On the contrary, Bolivia feels that we must have absolute 

respect for the principle of non-intervention as the only possihle guarancee of 

the sovereign rights of peoples. We believe that between intErvention and self

determination there are certain divisions, that there must be some space between 

these two principles. 

But, in the case of Algeria, there are tvro rights of self-determination which 

face one another and which conflict, and which provoke the situation which now 

confronts us. 

Here it a question of an absolutely French territory, a question of a problem 

involving the nationality of the French State, we would be the first to oppose its 

being eonsidered here. But, in this case, we are confronted with a conflict 

between the sovereignty of the French State and the right of the A~gerian people 

to self-determination. 

We do not think it is too much to the point to bring up here the work that 

France has done, or has not done, in Algeria. 
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;re find in this terri tory two perfectly definable nationalities. One of 

them is the Frenchman transplanted to Algeria, the product of French culture, 

a cog in the historical wheel of France with different religions all of them. 

within Christi~nity. His life and destiny are part of the destiny of France. 

:.':::-":::_·~~ct"'-'1. ,,-2_+h this nationality, we find the ;-tlgerians sutdivided in 

two different categories: the first is that of the native Alcerians) rrainly 

""rabs, the product of many mixtures among the millenial inhabitants with Arabs 

that have lived there for many generations, with contributions of Turkish 

nationality brought by Barba Raja. This produced an admirable mixture of 

language, religion and collimon historical background and -- something else that 

should be stressed vrith ideals and ss;::ir~:;.ticr.s leading tovrards their ovrn 

historical destiny as a real consciousness of nationality. 

The second category is the product of both nationalities, the son of France 

and the native of "-\lgeria, keeping the culture, religion and language of his 

parents and retaining tt~ crLractcrictics of both cultures, the heritage of 

France fed and strengthened in Algeria. 

In the i~merican emancipation, and I refer to Latin "'merica, this 

nationality and the category of American nationality kn01m as Creole, vms the 

product of the. conjunction of Spain vri th /1merica and it played one of the most 

decisive roles. The heir of the Spanish peninsula vrith corr~on religion, 

language and race, linked its destiny vrith that of Latin "1merica and made its 

ovrn nationality, being the product of both realities. 

ile do not think vre are vrrong vrht.:n vre say, in the case of ~·.lgcria, that those 

who found themsevles in this position, or many of them, have alreudy linked 

th0ir dc:~tir:y vri th that of Algeriaj and thi,s l:'.UGt be true unless there had 

been a closed process of racial segregation. And had that been the case, vrc 

must see in this factor the linl~ vrhercin France and Hlgeria drmr closer together 

by means of which the permanent influence of France in :North i1frica vrill remain, 

the rcali ty which is a mixture or the cultures of France and the .~.rab world has 

created its ovrn personality. 
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It is also through this fc::tor that vrc might find a hope of a solution for 

the problem of the rights of the French mino:;_·i ty in ~\.lgcria. If we seck for 

a historical parallel, we will find in the; cCJ.pi tulation of ~,yacucho a concrete 

example for the; solution of a (3imilar case, since vre sec that in .~.lgcria there 

is a conflict of nationalities. Ke see the existence of its own nationality 

which cas inherited the titles, deeds and rights of the ancient kingdom of 

i1.lgeria, part of the Ottorr.an Empire, although it "~ms e.n independent kingdom, 

Vith its own nature -- of pirntes if you like but vri th a perfectly recognized 

individuality in the field of internettionccl lmr; a ne1tiom::.lity which is a 

prolongation of the i•.re1bic culture, the influence of which >ras decisive in 

the rcno,issc:mce of Spain. It vras this vrhich brought to the exact sciences 

the concept of zero cmd of ;infinity, 'tTi thout vrl1ich Trc uould hc:wc been unable 

to arrive at the ettomic cre1. But the ne1tionality of ~lgcria is not only that; 

it is nlso the product of the lund itsdf of its uo.y of life, nnd customs; it is 

the mergr.::d product of Frcmcc nnd lclgcrie1 11hich he1s c.:ngcndcred u being vri th its 

ovm life. 

;_nalys ::_ng the problem we o.rc nov fncing, vc find thnt vrc arc confronted 

by tvro types of sclf-dcterminCltion: the1t of the French ~·tc.tc vrhich has 

incorporated •• lgeria ·into its territory nnd tbc nc:c1r personality vrhich is the 

:~lgerian ra+. :::_ ~n. It is this conflie:t that lee.ds us to say that the problem docs 

fall vithin the purview of the United Nations. Bolivia cannot deny itself the 

right to study this q_ucstion through this (.;rgapize.tion. This is a people which 

is strt;.ggling for its indcpeDdcnce and freedom. It 1ras in this light that our 

delegation supportcd, nt the tenth session of th<-' Gcncrnl ~-sscmbly; the inclusion 

of this item in the agenda. ./c also understood this to be so in the case of the 

problem of Hungnry, \Then the Hungnrinn people 1ms struggling for 

sclf-detcrminntion. ',Jc undcrstnnd that thc prcblcn is net the; some ns thnt of 

Hungary -- vrhich mny ha vc nn even grn ver chare1ctcr but there is e1 similnrity 

whcn pcoplc.:s arc struggling to nchiev.:c th<-'ir right to lccd their own livcsj fo:r 

the .~lgerian is fighting day by day in the e1ttcmpt to e1chicvc s~ch nspirations. 

\lhilc ve condemn the atrocities that hnvc b.:ccn con:mittcd on one side or the other, 

these acts arc frcquc.:nt in the lives of those people who struggle for liberty, 

bccaus'-' the force of the ideols vhich thcy defend produces the :rhenorr,enon of 
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the renunciation of life itself and frequently this leads to despising the 

value of another's life -- these arc the horrors that we nrc calle~ upon to 

face, that we cannot avoid,to ameliorate catastrophic consequences. 

It was in this understanding that the delegation of Bolivia supporte:::_ 

the right of Indonesia, of Tunis, of Morocco and mnny other countries in their 

struggle for independence. Perhaps because the case of .\lgerin may have 

certain characteristics sui gen~ris, it is the corr~on dc·nominator of a national 

struggle for self-determination. In tho gencrnl dc_:bntc 'lTC mnde our views kno>m 

and as far as we can sec the chnrncteristic of the present stage is ~r~~isc~y 

the birth and formation of ncii statcsj it is thc liberation of oppressed 

nationalities which has given a ncvr o,ppcc,rancc to the vrorld in >vhich vrc live. 

If the United Nations had not been sensitive to recognize the existence of this, 

process, the United Nations would have been trying to stop the march of history. 

'The nc:H States vr:llich todny comp:c'isc the community of nntions nrc a living 

cxnmple of >Ihat -vrc nrc sayingj at least one-fourth of. the: r.Iembcrs of the 

United Nations arc a product of this historical trend. If vrc sraly e this 

phcncmonon, ve vill 13ce hmv thc Communist predictions have bec;n postponed for 

an indefinite period. The prediction of a Cor1imunist Horld as thec result of 

the proletarian revolution hns been relcgnted to the limbo of forgotten things. 

This applies to the natic~al struggle and the conflict between classes viliich 

have often been channelled along the path of a more constructive: national 

liberation. 

1Jc sec also that the; era of national liberation has left behind the 

orthodox predictions of Harxi:::r::, IJothing is further from the: trutp than to give 

a Corrmunist interpretation to the movc:ments of n2tional liberation. Tho fact 

that Communism tries to usc the opportunities T,rhich result from such a struggle 

is another thing n2..togcther; it is n::1tionnlism itself uhich puts 2 br::;kc on 

Communist protentions. If 1ro look at the -vrorld around. us He see thnt national 

revolutionary and liberation movements havo ho,d their o1m effect on the course 

of history} but Communism has nlHays bnd to be importcdj cmd not only that, but 

in the countries behind the Iron Curtain the:rc has arisen ~ certain national 

effervescence of national liberation '.Thich is not preoccupied 'rTi th Comr11unist 

trends, and even in that -,.-: ~"2_i this vas controlled in its development by more 
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powerful forces. Hhen nationalism does appear, we see its great jeopardy to 

the Communist structure; violence breaks out and thi13 is the only thing which 

has been able to make the Soviet dictatorship totter. 

National r)2volution is the force which constitutes the raison d 1etre of 

all nationality. It seeks ahrays the integration of the nationality in order 

to give it its own personality, very often try5ng to affirm itself as a nation 

and a State, sometimes seeking the unity of those of the same nationality and 

at other times seeking to incorporate the elements of its own State to form 

one nationality. This tendency has such strength that it cannot be subliected, 

because nationalism is only satisfied by the full realization of its ideals. 

Revolutionary nationalism has freeccm as its real objective -- the freedom 

to find itself -- and on~y when it has managed to achieve this will its 

explosive force die down. Let us pot take the easy way by calling whatever 

we do not like Gcmnmni13m or nazism. Very often we gi vc these terms a vj_rtuo 

which they do not have. 

i\.t this sto,gc in the discussion may I mo,ke a brief digression. '1ihcn the 

Algcric:.n movement lvQs being labelled a Ccrrmunist conspirCJ,cy I was wondering 

whethc:r I had made a mistake in my opinions on Corr;munism. \Je, the revolutionaries 

of Bolivia, were trying to integrate a majority of the populo,tion into the 

life of the State, while a ridiculous minority of rich lando-vrners and miners 

tried to keep 3 nillicn indigenous inhubitants outsiuc: the pale of Bolivian 

nationo.lity. By this integration and as a result of the revolutionary 

nationalisn He succeeclcd in preventing the advance of Communism. That is Hhy 

He ask ourselves if Communism might ho,ve succeeded in my countryj haJ the 

answer been yes it might have been o. different storyj and tho answer might have 

been yes if in i.lgeria Comrr,unism had succeeded, in combining all the roots of its 

nationalism and closing the door to liberation. 

Fortunately, I recently received n t12legrapllic circular from a trade union 

organization in /,lgcria knovrn as the ORIT. This telegram states clearly the 

orientation of the forces which arc struggling for liberation in l:lgeri>:t, vhen 

it says~ 
11The ORIT rejects the accusations of the Ccmmunists made against the 

UGTA, recognizing the UGTl' as, a sister organization of democratic ideology 

that fights against Communism." 
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This taught me the real nature of the Algerian movement because, as ORIT 

says, as far as the UG';rl> is concerned it is a force -vrhich fights honestly for 

the freedom of Algeria. 
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Hence, we must fully understand the meaning of the words "national liberation", 

because if we act unwisely we may throw a noble ideal of freedom into the arms of 

communism and drown that ideal in the desperation of failure. 

Let us not look at nationali.sm from the point of view of imperialistic 

positions -- for such a viewroint is that of nazism and is the antithesis of 

national libPratinn. Nazism is a philosophy that believes in the virtue of 

one race over and above all others, that believes in the imperialistic expansion 

of a nation which despises all other nations, that seeks to dominate the world, 

that uses violence as a means and domination as an end. Such a philosophy 

requires a tremendous military machine in order to satisfy the dreams of conquest. 

The J~ab nations, however, do not fit into this category-- at least, we believe 

sincerely that they do not. The Arab peoples are struggling, not to dominate 

the world, but to form part of the free world. 

If we wish better to understand the difference bet\.;reen liberating 

nationalism and imperlalistic nazism, let us turn our eyes back to the last war. 

In that war, we saw the French maquis fighting clandestinely. In that war, 

we saw the France of de Gaulle, fighting to the very end, willing to sacrifice 

the individual for the freedom of France. What force inspired the French to 

fight against the dominating nazi imperialists? \~hat link was there between 

the maquis, fighting clandestinely, and the soldie~ who had no land to fight for 

but· still fought to liberate his country? ·:rhe answer can be found in the French 

nationality itself. That is where we may find the root of the difference, a 

difference which is more understandable when one has lived through the events. 

Is there or is there not a difference between the liberating nationalism of 

France and aggressive nazism? 

Pan-Arabism ,,rishes to affirm the right of the Arab nations to independent 

personalities. These peoples are not strong. The majority of the Arab nations 

have only recently emerged from colonial domination. They therefore do not 

have sufficient strength to dream of an Arab empire. In taking their first weak 

steps in independent life, they must hold each other's hands in order to feel 

safe. 

Much has been said about outside interference in the conflict in ~Ugeria. 

Egypt, Syria, Tunisia and Morocco are accused of such interference. They are being 

painted as imperialistic nations. He do not believe that they have any 
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imperialistic aims. It is simply that the peoples of these countries have 

suffered the same fate as that of J:..lgeriaJ or similar fates. These peoples 

are related; they have all started their fight for liberation. Tunisia and 

Morocco sta.te that their only regret is that they cannot give Algeria mvre help. 

May I once again make some comparisons from history? San filart:Ln crossed 

the "\ndes with his grenadiers to join his :orces with those of O'Higgins} and 

together they liberated Chile. Bolivar, the President of ~reater Colombia --

a perfectly designed State -- went down from the Andes to meet San Mart:Ln, and 

together they liberated the territory which later became Ecuador. ~ut that was 

not all. Through his victory in Jun:LnJ Bolivar saveu the freedom of Peru} 

which was in danger because of the presence of the forces of the Vic2royJ 

La Serna. Then there was Sucre J t1.1e victor of ftyucucho J who fought in the 

territory which later became Bolivia. 

Are those examples of intervention: No. No one can deny that these were 

the last scenes in the great act of the liberation of f@erica. They were the 

last battles of one great campaign, 

I think that we have demonstrated that we are now faced with a naticn 1s 

struggle to affirm its existence through the attributes common to all States. 

Hhat does Algeria need to have an independent personality·? It has a perfectly 

designed nationality. All that it needs are the attributes of statehood. In 

other words J it must h=wc a juridical being so that it can exercise self

determination and be .~orne a State. On the other hand, there is the juridical 

being of France, >vhich, in its Constitution of 1946, incorporated the terri tory 

of Algeria into France. Th~re is, therefore, a conflict between the juridical 

being that is waiting to be born and the juridical being that wishes to postpone 

the birth. Has the Algerian ~ation disappeared merely because France has 

incorporated Algeria into its territory: Facts prove that it has not. He cannot 

close our eyes to what is happening. The struggle in J1lgeria is not taking 

place among phantoms and ghosts: it is taking place against this well-defined 

nationality J which does exist. Hhat, then, does the French Co-:-sti tution mean? 

It is only a unilateral act} the type of act which is, unfortunately, becoming 

very comn:on in other colonial terr· i tor ie s. There is a rather strong resemblance 

here to annexation. In these circumstances} Bolivia cannot recognize the 

legitimacy of these acts. 
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It would have been different had the people of Algeria decided, in absolute 

freedom and with all guarantees, that they wished to be a part of France. So far 

as the argumentation based on the Constitution of France is concerned, history 

proves that very often constitutions remain dead letters. 

constitution to Spain, but the Spanish did not accept it. 

Napoleon sent a 

The Spanish decided 

to draw up their own constitution. They continued to struggle, and it was in 

the face of that struggle that Tallyrand said, "This is the beginning of the end". 

If we turn our eyes to Mexico, we find that M'3.ximil ian was sent there with all 

the necessary papers guaranteeing a juridical status for Mexico, but the Mexicans 

would not accept these conditions. They ~referred to struggle until they became 

completely free. 

To demonstrate how devoid of meaning are these unilateral acts, let us take 

the example of Alsace and Lorraine. Alsace and Lorraine were twicG annexed to 

Germany under the German Cc~stitution. But this was n~t accepted by France or 

by the peoples of Alsace-Lorraine, who, today, are French. This clearly proves 

that a unilateral declaration uf will is not sufficient to make a conflict a matter 

exclusively within the domestic jurisdiction of a State. 

We understand, however, that ,,.,rl'_g;t the Afro-Asian countries are now seeking 

from France is something which trance would have great difficulty in accepting. 

In practical terms, France is being asked to give up territory which France 

regards as part of its very being. We believe that it would be going to extremes 

to ask France immediately to withdraw from JU.geria. We cloubc vhether the adoption 

of a resolution to that effect could achieve any positive results. This fact, 

however, should not turn the United Nations away from the course of history -

which is exactly what would happen if we were to declare that the United Nations 

was not competent to discuss the Algerian question. \ve believe that we must 

recognize the personality of the Algerian nation and that the problem should be 

solved, in accordance with the current of history, by direct agreement between 

France and the rebels of Algeria. That is why we cannot at this moment ask 

France to surrender. It would be uto~ian and unrealistic to do so. Neither, 

however, can we ask the rebels to surrender, agree to a cease-fire and simply 

hand over their weapons. That is why the rebels are staying in their country in 

the present conditions. 
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We believe that the United Nations must make known its existence through 

efforts and negotiations aimed at improving the present situation and avoiding 

the catastrophes of a f~rther struggle. The possibility of a solution through 

the granting of freedom to Algeria must be recognized. This is a very difficult 

question, since we must choose betwee~ the ideal and the practical. 

The eighteen-Power draft resolution is not, in our opinion, entirely suitable; 

we have not been convinced that it is drafted in the test ICssible way. We should 

be in favour of a draft resolution with more or less the same preamble, but 

which would recognize the right of the people of Algeria to self-determination, 

in accordance with the Charter, and woula then invite France and the people of 

Algeria to enter into negotiations with a view to the cessation of hostilities 

and the peaceful settlement of their differences in accordance with the United 

Nations Charter. 

The Bolivian delegation, however, could never take a stand which could be 

interpreted as a deni.al of any people 1 s right to freedom. 11e do not think that 

the suggestion that we have put forward would close tbe doors of the United Nations 

to this problem. 
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In conclusion, we believe that the liberation of Algeria will be a task for 
I 

the Algerians themselves, and that France will understand the right of the 

Algerians to their own independence. Although France may see in .Algeria part of 

its own land, we feel that it will ultimately come to understard that .Algeria has 

this right to its own independence just as a mother who sees a new child born·of 

her being realizes that it is free to live its own life snd that she cannot avoid 

the birth of that new life because she is afraid of the pain involved. He trust 

that one day France will understand that she can only understand and appreciate by 

looking at the example of Spain. It was a dreadful sorrow to Spain, also, to see 

America become independent, but now the existence of those countries which 

maintain the traces of Spain 1 s old culture, linked to the physiognomy of American 

lands, with their own independent life, gives greater lustre to the glories of 

Spain than the Empire ci' Charles V on wJ1j ch the sun never set. 

Mr. ~.:::F/,:'" (Jordan): Before addressing myself to the important question 

of Algeria, I wish to pay tribute on behalf of the delegation of Jordan to the 

wisdom and statesm8.nship shown by the lvlembers of the General Assembly in 

unanimously inscribing the Algerian question on our agenda. 'This is a significant 

step which augu~s the greatest hope that positive and conclusive action may be 

taken by this Committee to help bring to an end a cruel and destructive war which, 

being a cause of deep international tension, cannot long continue ·without endangering 

international peace and security. 

In dealing with the question of Algeria my delegation is motivated by the 

earnest desire to achieve a just and peaceful solution of this l:mg-standing 

problem whose seriousness grows with the lapse of time. The members of this 

Committee are well aware of the fraternal bonds that exist between my people and 

Algeria. Our admiration for the Algerian people not only qrir.t:s from their 

present gallant and remarkable striving for freedom and independence, but also 

goes back to their past glorious history. North Africa was a centre of Islamic 

civilization and Arabic culture which flourished and extended far away in 

EuJ'ope and up to Southern France. The present heroism of the hlgerians is deep

rooted in a history of brilliant nationhood. Therefore, the national aspiration 
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of the Algerians to freedom and self-determination is not an artifical or 

su:perf ic ial movement; nor can it be crushed by brutal aggression and repression. 

Rebellions of national liberation are like fire. The more wood a fire burns, 

the fiercer it becomes. Yet our concern with this :problem is ndmore subjective 

than it is objective. The question of Algeria represents a human tragedy and a 

colonial problem of the highest magnitude. An adequate expose of the problem 

would be too challenging to any representative -- and this is certainly true as it 

applies to me -- who might wish, as I do, to place all the facts before this 

Committee in order to make possible a full and objective judgement. 

Here is a :problem growing out of 127 years of history. Each of its aspects 

legal, :political, social, racial, economic or military -- deserves equal and 

careful consideration before a true appraisal can be made of the emotions and 

tensions that rule the dramatic events in Algeria. Some of these facts, however, 

ought to be exposed to a certain extent in view of the re2::ettable but, perhaps, 

natural attitude of the French delegation. Despite the fact that we rejoice at 

the French delegation's :participation in our present debate, it seemed 

nevertheless that the French representatives would like to have this Committee 

brush aside a situation which was so explosive that the Frc~~h Government decided 

that its handling required the mobilization of France's military ':ind economic 

:potential, and with that decision the situation deteriorated into a tra~edy that 

has already resulted in the massacre of thousands of innocent Algerian men, women 

and children. 

It is a situation so costly that it imposes upon France a daily expenditure 

of $2,86o,ooo; it is a situation which is so critical that it has stirred the 

deepest emotions throughout the distant lands of hsia, j~rica and other countries, 

and is disturbing peace and order in the neighbouring States of North Africa. 

However, this Committee has listened to the excellent statements made by a number 

of representatives who have alreaJy taken part in the present debate. The 

exposition which they have given of the question of Algeria has left nothing much 

for me to add to what they have said. On the other hand, reliable information is 

being distributed systematically to the Members of the United Nations by the 

Algerian representatives -- information which is taken from official and first-hand 

sources. 
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It seems to my delegation, therefore, that it will be sufficient to deal with 

the Algerian question from a point where we consider it to be a complete and solid 

international case. It is advisa1Jle that we pass the stage of queer French logic 

which contends that the ;,lgerian question is an interna.l French affair and that 

Algeria is an integral part of France. There is neither historic nor legal ground 

for such claims, which certainly should not continue to be invoked within an 

international organization established to "save ••• generations from the scourge of 

war 11
, to 11 reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights 11

, and to "develop friendly 

relations among nations based on respect .for the principle of equal rights and 

self-determination of peoples11
• 

The General Assembly, reaffirming its jurisdiction by its unanimous decision 

to inscribe the Algerian item on its agencla, has already shattered that colonial 

hoax. I submit that it would be abusj_ng_ the intelligence and patience of the 

members of this Committee were I to press this point, and it would be a waste of 

time to revievT the history of Llc;eria, :.:.. ts sovereignty and :LndE...pendc;w:::e before the 

French occupation, and its internationo.l relation;:; prior to the French invasion. 

I need, therefore, make nc lurther elaborC~tion. It is self-evident that Algeria is 

Algeria, and not France. It is also svident that there are no similarities batween 

the French and the Algerians, in trsdi tions, in language, in rellgior.!., in blood, 

in physiognomy, in senti.ments or in aspirations. The only one thing that n:akes the 

French people and the Algerians alike is that both are creatures of God. But even 

that law of Heaven was violated by France because it did not ~onsider the 

Algerians and the French on an equal footing. Thus, nothing is left of similurities 

and union between the two peoples which might give the French allegation the 

slightest validity. 

'Ihe gravity of the French theory is not only that it is a colonial concept of 

the type from which other nations suffered and recovered, but that it intends to 

depersonalize a whole nation through a policy of assimilation applied by the force 

of arms. Nevertheless, for an intelligent man it is somehow difficult to believe 

that such a policy, despite its vigour and cruelty, represents a true conviction of 

real French statesmen. Political opinions of illustrious Frenchmen appear every 

now and then denouncing the French concept of l>lgeria and cal.ling for a reversal of 

French policy. 
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Examples of such expressions are numerous. Here is a statement made by 

Professor Raymond Aaron, a professor at the Sorbonne University and a famous 

commentator, when he addressed the members of the National Council of the 

Ivlovement for J..tlantic Union. He said: 

"It is necessary to recognize sooner or later the existence of an 

Algerian State and to fix a time limit within which that State will be 

independent. 11 

Sooner or later Algeria must emerge as an independent and sovereign State. 

Therefore, one might ask with some thoughtfulness why France per~ists in its 

attempt to crush the national uprising in Algeria, which has never faltered 

through decades and which, in a sharp revolt, controls three ~uarters of the 

J..lgerian terri tory. Hhy does France accept defeat after defeat in i1.lgeria and 

failure after failure in its Algerian policy? 'ifuy does it choose bloodshed, 

death and destruction, rather than recognition of justice, negotiation, peace 

and friendship with the Algerians? 

We read in the papers, and we are well aware, that the whole country of 

Algeria is inflamed with war. It is said that there is in Algeria one soldier 

for every two settlers and no security for any of the three. It is also said 

that out of 54,ooo kilometres of roads, only 1,000 can be used with safety. The 

military force which France has shifted to Algeria to :put down the national 

revolt can better be explained by the huge figures of the French troops there 

and the modern French war e~uipment used against the Algerian nationalists. 

We also read about the heinous crimes of the French in Algeria and acts of 

genocide such as are not dreamt of in our mouern world. 

For example, the French newspaper Le Monde reported on 7 January 1957: 
"Two of their men having been wounded in a street-car, a group of 

French parachutists led a 'punitive' expedition in a section of Algiers." 

In tracing the tragedy, it is unnecessary to go back to the year 1871, 
when mass killings of f,.lgerian civilians by French soldiers took place 1 or to the 

punitive expedition of 1945 which resulted in 4o,ooo f~lgerian, men, women and 

children killed. But my delegation has a list -- which I am not going to read 
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now -- of the daily killings of LlgerianE by French forces during last year, 

which amount to several thousand J.lgerians. The list is taken from reports 

published in French newspapers. These victims -- Llgerian nationalists -- are 

called by the French authorities and French spokesmen 11 rebels and criminals", 

while we describe them as "martyrs and unknmm soldiers11
• If these tens of 

thousands of victir;:s are criminals, then how much it is to be regretted that 

after a period of 127 years of French civilization in i.lger~.a, France failed to 

produce anything except criminals. The French may call them anything they like. 

Lfter all, since French forces find it so easy to kill them en masse, is it 

surprising that they call them criminals? 

In this connexion I wish to corre8t the representative of France with 

regard to his concept of the l'iu,4ahid and the i~1u,4ahideen who are leading and 

fighting for the national movement in i~lgeria. The liu,iahid is not a criminalj 

he is not one who fights the 11infidelsn --according t0 the terminology of the 

representative of France. He is a person who dedicates all his personal ability, 

physical, mental and moral, to the cause of righteousness. If this class of man 

is condemned by the French as being criminal, then I :cegret that we must differ 

'with the French in our ideals. 

I cannot overlook another very essential consideration in the relationship 

between France and i.lgeria, a cons ide ration tuuching on ethics and morality. 

I have observed -- as I am sure others have -- that the French s~okesmen refer 

ahrays to the conflict between France and lclgeria as a conflict between Hoslems 

and French or between i'Ioslems and Europeans. 'lhis identification by the French 

is, I am sure, used intentionally in order to deprive the Llgerian people of 

their I .. lgerian personality and their Arabian characteristics. The terms 

ni.1oslems and Europeans 11 or 11U!oslems and French11 are not parallel. Islam is a 

religion, while French is a nationality. The French concept of a distinction 

between an J.lgerian or an Arab in Algeria and a Frenchman or a European, on the 

basis of religion, is neither an adequate nor an accurate distinction. 

The true distinction is between tm .L.lgerian l~rab nationalist and a French 

colonialist. There are, certainly, in Algeria, J\rabs and Berbers, so far as 

race is concerned; but ! .rabism is not racialism. In fact, we cannot trace 
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back the Arab populations of Syria, Ira~~ lebanon, Palestine, Jordan, Egypt, 

Morocco and some other i.rab countries to a purely Lrab race and purely .i.rab creed. 

These peoples are I.rabs by nationalism, by culture and by aspiration, rather than 

by blood, They lived together and made their own history and civilization; and 

they wish to .(Live together as one nation. Arab nationalism in i'o.lgeria, therefore, 

is a part of the great struggle of the J,rab peoples vrhPrever they may be, a 

struggle to gain their freedom and independence. 

Hhen r.rab Governments or Lrab representative3 in the United Nations declare 

that the problem of f.lgeria is the problem of all the :.rab countries, their 

declaration ·alls within the scope of this nRtional belief. There is no :.rab 

imperialism,. as the Foreign l·Iinister of France put it, but there is an ".rab 

unity that embraces the whole f.rab world. Thus, the problem of Llgeria is an 

1\rab problem and is of e~ual concern to e'rery ":.rab nation and every J.rab country. 

J,t ttis point I wish to address myself to th8 charges of so-called external 

intervention in the J.lgerian conflict., which charges -vrere aired by the French 

Prime Hinister in his statement of 9 January this year and by the Foreign 

i•iinister of Franc.e in this Ccmmi ttee last week. l-ly own country is not charged 

with intervention in the .Lclgerian struggle, but I wish to make one or two remarks 

concerning this allegation by France. 

'This charge, often echoed by France, only serves to substantiate the 

thesis -v:~-:.i:;{" the sponsors of the Llgerian question have never seased to stress 

that is, the impossibility of isolating a struggle of this nature, a struggle 

of such military and territorial scope, and keeping it from being an inevitable 

threat to the peace and security of an entire region. 

i"lgeria, according to French logic, is a part of France in terms of uni~ue 

French jurisprudence. But, according to !crab logic 1,rhich, in this respect, 

I believe, is sound, Algeria is a part of the J,rab homeland. If France should 

assume the right to consider fclgeria as a part of France, the .Lrabs are in a 

much better position to call Llgeria a part of the I.rab homeland, Jn the other 

hand, if this Corrmittee were to hear charges of intervention in the colonial 

war in f.lgeria, I would then say that the intervention of Nr.TJ forces should 

be the first to be considered. i·1y delegation, hmvever, does not 1dsh tc cover such 

aspects at the present stage of the debate. 
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Perhaps I went a little far in my remarks when I did not mean to do so. 

I was trying to find for myself an explanation for the stubborn attitude of 

French military policy against the Algerian people who are determined not to 

yield to armed force in their movement of national liberation. The only 

explanation I can find is colonialism and axploitatiGn -- nothing else. 

The French war in Algeria can be explained in economic terms, for it is a 

conflict between the lfl:avetr and tte 11bwe-not 11 ,between the master and the slave, 

between human greed and human self-preservation. This was formally admitted in 

a report of a French Parlian:entary Mission that visited Algeria last year. This 

mission was headed by none other than Mr. Christian Pineau, the Foreign Minister of 

France. It stated: 

n\Tithout minimizing the achievements accomplished by the Netropole 

in North Africa, it must be recognized that this effort has tEnefitEd 

the European much more than the Moslem population. No man with a heart can 

fail to be shocked by the destitution which still exists in numerous regions 

of Algeria and which increases as one travels south. It seems as if the 

Algerians constitute but shadows against a background where the French live 

and prosper in an artificial security.n 

The Parliamentary Mission's report,published in Le Monde of 1 July 1955, 
received wide circulation in France. The report said that: 

11Economic and social conditions have provided a groundwork particularly 

conducive to the growth of discontent and rebellion. 11 

Of course, this is the price that the conquered has to pay for his defeat -- a 

price which the people of France have themselves paid, in a lesser degree and in a 

much shorter period, at the hands of the Nazi occupation. The calamity which fell 

upon Algeria was well explained and summed up in an editorial published in the 

Nay 1922 issue of the periodical 11Latin Africa11 which observed: 
11He French are at home in Algeria. He have mastered the country 

by force, for a conquest can only be achieved by force, and it necessarily 

implies that there were victors and vanquished. 11 
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But this French theory of conquest, which is to subdue the victim to the 

victor, and to subject the slave to the master lacked in its application in 

Algeria every humanitarian consideration or rr:oral restraint. Mr. Mendes-France 

wrote in his newspaper 111 1Express of 22 December 1955: 
11The Algerian drama results from the criminal policy lvhich the 

Government conducts in the name of France. This policy is one of a 

naked, collective and blind repression which has succeeded in arousing 

the vhole Algerian people against our country. 11 

The whole history of Algeria in fact establishes the typical pattern of a 

conquering 11c:u::tE:r-r:".:::c 1
' '?:ee:rinc•; tr_c ccD.J~uer·cc1 11 irfericr :CClcs" dci-D to 2 level beyond 

which freedom and independence are becoming a desperate dream rather than the 

evolving reality it should be under the United Nations Charter. 

But these crimes against the Algerian people are not limited to my reporting, 

nor to history. They have better reporters and rr:ore recent ones, and alvays arr:ong 

Among these, none vas more indignant than the then leader of the Comit~ 

Directeur of the French Socialist Party ,,rho issued a con:munigue condemning the 

repression, and T:r_o rn 31 

He told the press: 

''He drew the attention of ).I. Faure to the situation in J\lgeria; we 

denounced the repression. 11 

\·Jho speaks these vords? Mr. Guy lt!ollet, noH Premier of France. There were 

other eloquent protests against the repression, its brutality, its futility and 

its senselessness from political leaders now in pmver. They rose to powe:w on 

this criticism. Now that they are in power they have forgotten their words. 

I do not think that I need to here the detailed reports of the French 

repression in "·,lgeria to impress upon this Corr:mi ttee the necessity of immediate 

action for an im;Dediate peClce. I should, hm1ever, say that the continuation of 

this inhuman vrar would n:ake illusory the hopes of reconciliation betvreen 1\lgeria 

and France. The continuation of this \·Jar is costly not only to the .t\lgerian 

people -- although they are determined to pay the hichest price for their freedom 

but also it is disastrous to France and to its international reputation and, I must 

add, to the prestige of the United lTations. 
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iTould the world be reconciled to an abdication by the United Nations in tt_c face 

of such a cruel war, particularly after the gratifying action of the General 

Assembly :i.n inscribing this question en its agenda? 'I'he people of the world, 

and certainly in Asia and Africa, would be bewildered and shocked if the eighty 

Member States were to frustrate effo:rts for a real and honourable peace in Algeria. 

He are sure that French governmental pol ie;y xr::c'~'-'l'.~I'-g the question of i'.lgeria 

is not a policy which is approved by a large section of French political thought. 

Yet we know how influentjal the colons of Algeria are in French politics. ~le 

know that the interests of French feudal circles and capitalists in ~lgeria will 

be impaired if a solution on the basj3 of recognition of right is to be adopted. 

v7e sincerely -oelieve that it is in the interest of France itself to put an end 

to bloodshed and death in J,lgeria and to seek the appreciation and friendship of 

the i:..lgerians and, to a larger extent, that of many other nations. 

Ue hope that the H'rench Government will view the Algerian problem with clear 

vision and a broad outlook. In this c~nnexion, I should like to quote what 

Nr. Mendes Frcmce vTrote in his paper on 9 November 1956. He said: 
11The general aggravation of the si tuati,on in Algeria, and tomorrow, 

the certain intervention of the United Nations make more urgent than ever 

the need for a complete revision of our policy in North Africa. 11 

Then he continued: 

n'This implies a total revision of our local policy, of our administration, 

of the men who are in charge, and the renunciation of the methods of 

government and of repression which arouses against us even those upon 

whose friendship we could still count. 1' 

In his statement of 9 January 1957, Mr, Guy Hallet said: 

nThe solution of the Algerian problem can result only from 

negotiations and free discussions betvmen the representatives of the 

populations of Algeria and those of all :France, of France, 11hich is the first 

to be interested in the peace and prosperity of Algeria, France, which is 

in the best position to act as an arbitor. 
11 0nly France, I must say this in all seriousness, can assume the role 

of arbitrator.n 
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'i~e understand from this statement that the Prime Minister of France has 

admitted the principle of arbitration. Yet we cannot agree with him that France 

can assume the role of the arbitrator. France is in the midst of a dispute with 

the Algerians and is in a military conflict. France is denying the Algerians 

their inherited right of self-determinationandindependence. France is 

assuming for itself the right of conquest and occupation in Algeria. How could 

France then assume the role of arbitrator between itself &nd Algeria? The 

only body and authori~y which could conduct such arbitration is the United 

Nations. 

The task of the United Nations as regards the Algerian question is 

self-evident. It is stated and explained in very si~ple language in the 

joint draft resolution (II./C .1/L .165) submitted by eighteen States. The 

United Nations is urged to invite France and the people of Algeria to enter 

into immediate negotiations with a view to bringing about a cease-fire. This 

will certainly envisage a recognition on the part of France of the right of 

the Algerians to self-determination. 

Responsible French spokesmen are inviting the Algerian people to undertake 

an unconditional cease-fire. The Algerians would indeed be naive if they were 

to put down their arms and terminate a costly but successful resistance merely 

because they are invited to do so by the French Government without any 

commitment as to their national aspirations. The J~lgerian people a:ce fighting 

for self-determination in conformity with the principles of the Charter of 

the United Nations. They would be naive indeed to trust such a surrender to 

their colonial ruler, especially when their leaders are being kidnapped or 

sentenced ~r sent into exile. 

\le hope that the combined efforts of the Members of our supreme Organization 

will put an end to this fierce armed conflict between France and J,lgeria. \1e 

believe that France, a Power with major responsibilities, ovres it as a duty to 

co-operate in a flexible manner vrith all the parties interested in liquidating 

this peril and in solving the question on the basis of right and equity. 
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national liberation of the i.lgerian people has already lasted for more than 

t1w years. This war, which has been imposed upon the people of 1.lgeria, is 

becom~ng crueler every' day and is ca~sing tremendous sacrifices for the 

people of Algeria. It is causing tremendous losses in material and in human 

lives. On the other hand, the present policy of the French Government in 

i1.lgeria 1-Jhich consists of l"epressing by force the nRtional liberation 

movement -- is costing that country many lives and considerable sums of money. 

Not only did France not achieve any result in so doing, but despite military 

operations on a wide scale the situation of the :French Government is becoming 

more and more en1barrassing, both internally and on the international level. 

The Franco-rilgerian conflict is causing great concerr1 for the peace-loving 

peoples of the "IYOrld and is threatening the peace of the world. This is also 

true as regards the .:_nglo-Fro:ch -Israel onslaught on E~gypt, 1vhich created a 

risk for a world vrar, because -':.here is no doubt in anyone 1 s mind that the 

motive vrhich pushed France into joining ;_:ngland against ~gypt was an illusion 

whereby the French felt that the submission of Egypt 1vould mean the end of 

the difficulties which France is meeting in Algeria. "'ccording to the 

expression used by lilr. Lacoste, the fate of Llgeria would be decided in Cairo. 

The situation in il.lgeria has become an international problem and 

deserves consideration by the United lJatL:ms. The General i.ssembly, in 

conformity with the objectives of the Charter, considered this questivn at 

its tenth session. Despite the efforts of the __ fro-... sian delegations, the 

General !l.ssembly did not continue the discussion on this prob:J..em and withdrew 

it from the agenda. This diss.ppointed the l-lembers and prevented the I:lember 

States from considering, 11i th France and the ulgerian people, the possibility 

of finding a solution to this problem. 

Unfortunately, the negotiations vrhich tool: place last year, bet1veen the 

representatives of the French Government on the one hand, ancl the 

representatives of the National Liberation Front on the other, have not resulted 

jn any success. Thus, the ·w-ar continues in Llgeria, increasing in proportions 

and causing havoc and destruction. 
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My delegation does not wish to deal vrith the issue of determining whether 

the li.lgerian problem is one of an international character. This particular 

aspect of the problem was discussed by many other delegations and ve do not 

1-rish to overemphasize the point. \Te feel quite clearly that the Algerian 

problem is an international one and that France cannot claim that it is 

strictly IJi thin its domestic jurisdiction. I.lgeria vas invaded and deprived 

of its independence by France more than 125 years ago and it now enjoys a 

purely colonial status, and no juridical subtlety invoked by the French 

Government can cover the international camouflage, the international character 

of the hlgerian problem. 

\Je consider that the United Nations, in conformity 11ith the Charter, is 

quite competent to deal "I·Tith this problem and to try to find a peaceful solution 

for it. One of the fundamental principles on 1rhi.ch the Organization rests is 

the right of self-determination of peoples. In the present evolution of 

international events, at this stage in the history of humanity, vre can see a 

renewal of the national consciousness of peoples, and ve can see the 

implementation of this great principle of the Charter. In particular, a 

number of peoples in ~sia and ~,_frica, be2ause of their resolute st::::'uggle in 

favour of independence, have achieved, one after the other, the ttrcwir:g cff of 

the yote cf tte 't-T2stern Powers and of achieving national independence and 

sovereignty. The struggle of the iclgerian people is part and parcel of this 

great rr.ovement of peoples 11ho vrant to lead a free and independent existence. 

In doing this, these peoples are ready to bear any sacrifi~e. 

In fact, the struggle of the £lgerian people against the colonial yoke 

has not stopped ever since the country was invaded by France. Despite the 

efforts exerted by France for more than a century, cl.espi te all the measures 

adopted, including the pacification operations vhich took place on a number of 

occasions, it was not possible for France to create in the consciousness of 

the Algerian people durable links vith the i·letropolitan I'ower. The policy of 

integration and assimilation, vhich vras followed by France for more than a 

century, has not yielded the expected results. 
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Algerians have resisted resolutely that particular policy. They themselves 

have been distinct from the colonizers because of their traditions, mode of 

living, religion, culture, as well as language. This is the ineluctable course 

of history which should help the imperialist Fowers to draw the proper conclusions. 

The existence of the colonial regimes comes to an end. Because of their experience, 

because of their history, the peoples are aware of their rights, are resolute in 

their task, in their struggle against a colonial regime in whatever form or guise 

it may assume. 

Today the Algerian people as a whole participate in the struggle for national 

liberation. It has launched a war which knows no conditions until the end is 

achieved. This struggl3 means great sacrifices to the AlgP.rian people; but France 

also bears many sacrifices in Algeria. This war, therefore, is only to the 

advantage of a mere handful of privileg8d people in France and of certain French 

citizens living in Algeria. 

The French people as a whole oppose the struggle andhaveto bear the sacrifices 

in lives and in material. This policy of assuming military measures has not yielded 

any results and has put France in a bad light in the eyes of the world. It cannot 

do anything to shake the will of the Algerian people who are resolved to struggle 

for its freedom and for its independence. 

Hhen, in February last, the French Government launched its pacification policy 

in Algeria, Mr. Robert Lacoste affirmed that he would conclude the struggle with 

the Algerian maquis in June, A month later Mr. Guy Mollet stated that because of 

the sending of troops to Algeria the situation would be settled. Mr. Robert Lacoste 

on 20 June stated that pacification would achieve considerable results before the 

beginniDg of winter. Hhat is the situation today? 

During the last period of the war it has spread throughout Algeria. People 

are fighting in the Sahara as well as elsewhere. Zones which had been considered 

pacified are now the arena of tloody struggles. The situation in Algeria is getting 

worse every day. The sj_tuation is such that Hr. Jacques Chevallier, mayor of 

Algiers, and former minister, stated in an interview granted on 6 September 1956 

to France-Soir: 

"I regret to te compelled not to share the official optimism, out if 

I may judge on the basis of what is taking place daily in this city of 

500,000 inhabitants which I administer, the situation is not improving but 

is getting worse." 
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The military anti-colonial acts which ·oegan on 5 Nove1~ber 1954 have spread 

and at the present time encompass the entire country. The military detachments 

have now been united to form a national army of liberation which struggles 

against France quite successfully despite the lack of equipment and troops. 

The French are using more than a half million men and they are equipped with 

the most modern equipment in NATOj in other words they are using French and 

American equipment. The most cruel methods of reprisals are used to crush the 

liberation movement. During these cleaning-up operations, wholesale villages 

are destroyed, massacres are to be seen every day, and the entire disarmed 

population, irrespective of sex or age are victims of repression. 

Despite this superiority: despite all the military operations on a wide scale 

that is being carried out by the colonialists, the Algerians do not waiver. They 

are supported by the entire population. This is a rr.ass strugtle, and Ucat is what 

e;ives the :;__iberation fifhters a tren:endous strer..e;th. 'Ihe A:geri:::,n :r::eo:r::le is aware 

that its war is a just war; that is what makes it invincible. 

~he only desirable way out is the peaceful settlement of the conflict. The 

utilization of force could not be justified and could not possibly make waiver a 

whole people who are resolute in their desire to gain independence. 

The Movement for natiorJ.al liberation has always shown ttat it is ready to 

negotiate. It is up to the French to recognize tte le£itin:ate rights of the 

J\lgerians to independence and full sovereignty. 

The United Nations cannot ignore the real situation prevailing in Algeria. 

The peaceful settlement of the issue is not only in the interest of the parties 

concerned but also in the interest of preserving peace throughout the world. The 

General Assembly has much to contribute not only in helping the Algerian movement 

of liberation,but also the French Government by achieving a peaceful settlement 

of the issue in conformity >vith the Charter. 

My delegation considers that the draft resolution submitted by the eighteen 

Afro-Asian States meets these aims and we fully support it. 
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this debate has taken has led us to discuss and to decide whether Article 2, 

paragraph 7 of the Cha1ter of the United Nations excludes ~rom the competence 

of our Organization the q_uestion of Algeria and whether it falls essentially within 

the domestic jurisdiction of France. Although there was no objection to the 

inclt<sion of this item ir1 the "~genda, France has chosen to invoke Article 2, 

paragraph 7, formally opposing the General Assembly's taking decisions on the 

substance of this q_uestion. 

The J.<'irst Committee therefore has to take a stand en the inte:r·pretation 

of Article 2, paragraph 7. This provision of the Char-ter as we all know has 

very often been interpreted in different ways when different matters have come 

before the A.ssembly. The only way that the Gene::..'al Assembly can decirle on this 

q_uestion is to vote on it; and it has done so. 

\Ji th regard to the Algerian q_uestion, the Swedish delegation considers that 

as far as this matter was concerned, more than such q_uestions as Tunisia and 

Morocco, we have to realize that this is a uo~estic matter, since Algeria 

administratively speaking forms part of France and its inhabitants el-ect deputies 

to the French National :\ssembly. 

This state of affairs does not necessarily meen that no matter concerning the 

situation in Algeria can be discussed in the General Assembly of the Uuited Nations. 

I shall take the liberty of citing a fevl previous cases concerning the application 

of Article 2, paragraph 7. The General 1'\.ssembly has very often declared itself 

competent to vote on r~solutions concerning racial discrimination in South Africa 

despite the objections of the South African Government that its racial policies 

are part of its domestic jurisdiction. The General Assembly also decided to set 

up an investigating committee to study racial discrimination in South Africa. 

The General ~\ssembly also voted on the resolution directed against the system of 

forced labour that is imposed in certain countries, despite the fact that in this 

case also and not without foundation, it has been stated that these were domestic 

affairs. 

Recently the General Assembly set up an inver;tigating ccrrrr;ittee with the task 

of considerint; tte sit1:.ation in Hungary, despite tl:.e objections that were raised 

saying that this matter was essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of Hungary. 
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The Swed:ish delegation believes that there is a very clear reason why the 

Genel"al Assembly considered itself competent to discuss two of the questions that 

I cited. ;·.nd that is that ~\rticle 62, paragraph 2 of the Charter recvgnizes the 

right of the ~conomic and Social Council to11 make recommendations for the purpose of 

promoting n.spect for, and otservance of, humcn rights and fundanental freedoms 

for all. 11 If the ~conomic and Social Council has competence to receive such 

matters, then it is obvious that the General /\.ssembly must possess the same right. 

I should like to add here that if in the course of tte C.eb1te en discrimination 

in South i\frica, anr1 on the violation of human righ~s in Hungary, the Government 

in question had made public its programmes of action to set on foot refon1s that 

1roulci put all the different groups of the population on an equal footing, enjoying 

greater public freedom and increasing their civil rights, then the Swedish 

delegation would have felt that thE:: General f~ssembly should be reticent in making 

any recommendations on the issues. 

From Twhat I have said, you will gather that the Swedish delegation wanted to 

stress how in the past "lle have unclerstood the provisions of the Charter that are 

now being discussed. Regarding the present painful situation in Algeria, I should 

like to state that my delegation has been pleased that France did not oppose the 

inclusion of the Algerian question in the agenda of the General Assembly. lie are 

also happy that the French delegation in submitting this question to the First 

Committee,in tee fasticn that she has,has wanted to rrake kncwn to tte Corrrrittee the 

reform progran:mes that the Government of France vas about to implement in Algeria. 

\le consider it extremely interesting that the French Government has replied to 

many of the criticisms that were raised in the course of the debate against the 

policy of France in Algeria. 
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Vle also appreciate the fact that the French delegation, in presenting its 

case to the First Committee, wished to make known to the Committee the reform 

programmP which the Government of France intends to implement in Algeria. We 

consider that it is extremely significant that the French Government has replied 

in the manner in which it has to many of the criticisms that were raised in the 

course of the debate against French policies in Algeria. France has thus 

contributed substantially to the work of the First Committee, which my delegation 

considers to be very promising. 

He still must know, however ·- and this, of course, is another question 

altogether -- whether at the present stage it would be wise and appropriate for 

the General Assembly to make recommendations concerning the way in which France 

should act so as to eliminate the present deplorable difficulties in Algeria. 

This question is naturally linked to what I said a few moments ago regarding the 

importance of a reformist attitude which should have been shown by the Governments 

of the Union of South Africa and Hungary when their questions came before the 

General Assembly. He must realize that the French Government has publicly 

announced its reform programme which is to lead to a revision of the political 

position of the Moslem population of Algeria. The French Government has declared 

its willingness to put these reforms into action, and to negotiate with the elected 

representatives of the Algerian people wten the fighting has ended. 

To return to the question of wnether the General Assembly should at this time 

adopt any resoh'.tion on the Algerian question, we should not lose sight of the 

status of Algeria at the moment, but before taking any s~and on this matter we 

must realize the effects which might be produced by such a recommendation, Will 

it contribute to a satisfactory settlement of the present situation in Algeria, or 

will it rather endanger such a settlement~ 

The Swedish delegation believes that a recommendation such as the one proposed 

by the eighteen delegations would not contribute to the satisfactory settlement of 

this question. The Swedish delegation, therefore, will have to vote against that 

proposal when it is put to the vote. He naturally reserve our position with regard 

to any other draft resolutions which might be submitted, 
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In conclusion, we should like to express the firm hope of our delegation that 

France will follow its reform programme and will apply its democratic tradition and 

humanitarian wisdom in the solution of the Algerian problem. 

Mr. ULLRICH C'zechoslovakia): The General Assembly is again discussing 

the question of Algeria, because the hopes which were expressed at the tenth session 

of the General Assembly have remained unfulfilled. 

In the explanatory memorandum attached to the request of the fifteen Asian

African States for inclusion of the question vf Algeria in the agenda of the e~_eventn 

session of the General Assembly (A/3197), these States recall the fact that already 

in 1955 they requested the General Assembly to discuss this question. In ttat 

memorandum,ti.>:~:y referred to the detericrating situation in Algeria, the mass arrests 

which had taken place, the outlawing of national parties, the outright banning of 

certain newspapers and the seizure of homes by the French aTmed forces. They stated 

that tte empl8;)'1llent in t~is region of :r::ass:i..ve arme::i forces totalling over 150,000 

"testi?ies vividly to the grave situation existing and that the continuance of 

this situation was creating a serious threat to peace". In referring to the 

deteriLrating situation in Algeria, they reminded the United Nations that the 

continuance of that situation would create a serious threat to international peace 

and security. 

As it is known, the Algerian question was not discussed at the tenth session 

of the General Assembly. In this connexion, the explanatory memorandum (A/3197), 

reminds us of the following: 

" ••• manifesting their conciliatory spirit, the Asian-African States decided 

to accept a proposal to postpone further discussion of the Algerian issue at 

the tenth session. They did so with the hope that France would be guided by 

the principles of the Charter of the United Nations and would seize this 

opportunity to negotiate with the true representatives of the Algerian people 

a peaceful settlement securing their legitimate rights to self-determination 

and inde~ende~ce, 
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11 This hope for the re-establishment of peace has been frustrated. Instead 

of adopting a policy of conciliation, France continued its acts of extensive 

military repression, which led to a heavy daily toll of lives and property. 

\Jhile the armed forces of France were 150,000 vrhen the question vras inscribed 

in the agenda of the last session, today the French arn:ed :·cr~'"s in Algeria 

exceed 450,000, including French troops of the North il.tlantic Treaty 

Organization. 
11 To suppress the fllgeriaL liberation movement the French G0vernment has 

adopted a policy based on repression and extermination of the Algerian people. 
II ... 
11 The continuance of 1tlar-like operations with the aim of subJJgating the 

i>lgerian nation will only lead to a mounting toll of suffering and bloodshed 

and 1rill endanger international peace. u (A/3197, page 4) 

It is our belief that the cause underlying this state of affairs is the fact 

that France still refuses to recognize that the time of n;ere reforms, n;any times 

promised but never realized, is irrevocably over, that the situation develops in a 

different 1vay and that mere rP.forms do not suffic:e fr:r a -permrment settlement of 

the i1lgerian problem. 

Events which we are vritnessing in Algeria are truly charactericJ-Lic of our 

epoch, rich in far-reaching revtclsicr:s marking the course of history. The 

subjugated nations have taken up arms to fight for the liberatiJn from the colonial 

yoke. The disintegration of the colonial system cannot be averted any longer. 

Since the end of the Second \Yorld ':Jar, more than onc~-and-a-tCJ.lf billicn people 

have raised their heads to break the chains of bondage by <tfhir~h they had been 

fettered ·~~u to now. 

\las i-L ever possible to suppose that the "Ugerians, possibly one of alJ nations, 

would make an exception and -vmuld fail to respond to this challenge of history? 

\las it possible to expect this, after two neighbours of ,,J.geria, Horocco and 

Tunisia, had achieved the right of independence and sovereignty? ',n the basis of 

lvhat historical anachronism should the people of .Algeria, who have the same 

aspirations as the people of other nations, ren;ain apart from the historical 

movement of the still dependent nations for freedom? 
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Has it really possible to expect that this fight would stop at the Algerian 

frontier? If the struggle in Algeria has gained in violence, if it requires 

sacrifices of both material possessions and human lives, the more urgent is the 

necessity to proceed immediately to the solution of the problem, since any delay 

will render the ultimate solution still more difficult and complicated. The 

interests of both the Algerian and the French people require a peaceful settlement 

of the Algerian problem. A continuation of the colonir:ll policy of the French 

Government, a continuation of the war against the people of Algeria and of the 

to-'ual denial of its fundamental rights, both are equally harmful to the interests 

of the French as -vrell as of the Algerians. The French people realizes that no 

nation can be free while it is oppressing other nations. It is also aware that 

the colonial regime, which serves the interests of the colonialists, is 

incompatible with the ideals of liberty, equality and fraternity solemnly :proclaimed 

by the French :people in 1789. 
After the experiences of warfare in Indo-China it is obvious that the 

continuation of the war in Algeria would have a most detrimental influence upon the 

economy of France and also that it is harmful to her international rrestige. 

It is not in accord with the desire and the wil.l of the French :people that the 

French Government has been intensifying the war in Algeria in the last year and is 

now mobilizing its military forces in the hope of achieving a solution of the 

Algerian problem through armed force. As I have already mentioned, the armed 

forces of France in Algeria were about 150,000 when the question was inscribed on 

the agenda of the last session, whereas now the total of French armed forces in 

that country, iacluding their armed militia, exceed half a million men and include 

the troops of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. Instead of seizing the 

opportunity offered during the· r:eriod since the last negotiations in the United 

Nations to seek a settlement of the problem by peaceful means, the French Government 

has been employing massive armed forces against the Algerian :people and has sought 

to gain military advantages. 

In the spring and summer of 1956 the French Government launched military 

operations which led to a heovy toll of sncrifice in both lives and property at 

the expense of the Algerian :population. 'l'his development is the 1aore serious 
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inasmuch as it constitutes an integral part of the extensive aggressive plans of 

the J\A'IO countries. 'l'he increase of the French military forces in Algeria has 

been made possible by the transfer of the French troops of NATO to that country. 

These facts are proof both of the aggressive character of NATO and of its active 

role in sc;.rpressing the national liberation movements. Thousands and tens of 

thousands of AlGerians have met their death, shot by the ultra-modern American 

weapons shipped to the French troops within the framework of the aggressive North 

Atlantic Treaty Organization. The ruling circles of the United States, which are 

the driving power of NATO, are preparing the ground for substituting the new 

f~erican colonialism for French colonial domination, in the same manner as we 

have seen in Indo-China and in other areas of the world. The forceful maintenance 

of the colonial regime in Algeria is in the interest of those forces which are 

inspirir:r.g the aggressive policies of the North Atlantic bloc, NATO, which are 

unwilling to surrender either their war bases in Algeria or the sources of 

national wealth. 

The Czechoslovak delegation, during the discussions of other ma~ters in the 

United Nations, has repeatedly expressed its clear position with regard to the 

struggle of still-dependent nations for national freedom. The Czechoslovak people, 

who in their mm history learr"ed to know foreign domination .• fully understand the 

aspirations of the illgerian people 7 as well as of all other still-subjected nations, 

for national independence. They are perfectly conscious of the fact that only 

under conditions of national freedcm and independence can the creative forces of a 

nation develop fully and flourish. The Czechoslovak people therefore follow with 

sympathy the struggle of every nation for ~ts freedom and independence. 

The Czechoslovak delegation does not intend to ffiake a detailed analysis of 

the Algerian problem, lvhich has already been so thoroughly discussed. It is 

however convinced that this problem is not of such a nature that its solution by 

peaceful means is impossible; a solution of the Algerian problem which would 

respect the right of nations to self-determination, independence and the 

inviolability of their rights would create the necessary prerequisites for the 

establishment of new relationships between France and ~lgeria which would be in 

har11ony with the interests of both the Algerian and the French peoples and would 

contribute to the lessening of international tension. 

/. 
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A further intensification of the armed conflict will inevitably lead to a 

widening cf the division and to increased hostility on the part of the Algerian 

people towards France. The more tense and aggravated the situation in Algeria, th~ 

more difficult the ultimate solution will become. 

The Czechoslovak delegation is convinced that a solution can be found which 

will remove the differences and ultimately the conflict itself, a continuation of 

which would endanger peace and security in North Africa, and an indispensable 

historical step on the road towards a final solution is that France should respond 

to the desire of the Algerian people and their claim to self-determination, 

independence and equality of rights. In the present situation the General Assembly 

should invite France and the reople of Algeria to enter into immediate negotiations 

with a view to the cessation of hostilities and the peaceful settlement of their 

differences in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations. 

The Czechoslovak delegation believes that the United Na"tions Organh.ation 

should play a positive role in the solution of the problem of l~:i.c,e;::cic... 'we still 

have in our memory the important part played by the United Nation-s during the 

negotiations concerning Tunisla and Morocco, and an initiative from this forum 

leading to a just solution would contribute valuably not only to bringing calm to 

North Africa but to the enhancement of the prestige of the United Nations as an 

international authority, the purpose of which is above all to remove fric"tion 

wherever peace and international security might be endangered and to settle 

international disputes by peaceful means. 
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Mr. CAJ~i"11S (Costa Rica) (interpretation from Spanish): None of the 

phenomena that the world has seen in the last ten years has been more welcome to 

my country than the progressive movement of Asia and Africa toward independence. 

All countries of Latin J~erica, I am sure, have shared the jubilation ~ith which 

my own country welcomed the new countries that have been born in those continents. 

It is only 125 years since my own country embarked on that same road. I do not 

want to say that our experience was the same e.s that of Asia and luric.;a. As far 

as my own country was concerned, it was different because, due to some paradox 

of history, the zone now occupied by r.osta Rica was very sparsely populated by 

the aborigines of 1-unericn, so that, at the time of independence, Costa Rica was 

occupied almost solely by Spanish settlers, and therefore they were able to 

become independent without too much fighting. But the fact that our national 

history covers more years as a colony than as a sovereign State awakens in us a 

spontaneous sympathy and an emotional fraternity with those countries that desire 

or gradually achieve self-government. 

The two years that Costa Rica sat on the 'rrustceship Council were proof ef 

our policy. 'I'he attitude of my country in the Fourth Committee of this l~ssembly 

has been constant in its desire to help, as far as we can, the populations whose 

fate is annually discussed in that Corr®ittee. My delegation has always voted in 

favour of the inclusion in the agenda of this item that we are now discussing, 

since we are sure that a discussion of this question would be useful to all 

concerned -- especially to the inhabitants of Algeria, who must be uppermost in 

our minds. 

Perhaps because our own independence was achieved without bloodshed, as a 

corollary of Hexican independence, Costa Hic·a is extremely happy when any nation 

achieves self-government without any sacrifices. 'I'his, fortunately, has been 

the case in many countries that tJday share the burden of United Nations work 

with us. Negotiated independence has been the rule in our times. But, after 

the Second liorld War, the first phenomenon that humanity met with was a tendency 

toward an integration of States -- utopian in the political field, practj.cal in 

the economic field, which is the one that is most important -- and, in Western 

Europe, the efforts on this question have been appreciable. In the small orbit 

of Costa Hica, the advances in Latin .America have been very great and, so far as 

we can judge, successful. 
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We have gradually become convinced that the future of the world does not lie 

in breaking nations up into small States, but rather in the coexistence of 

different peoples. 'Ihe lllllerican Hemisphere is a very good example of coexistence 

between iifferent peoples. Our r;erts were open to irr,migration the moment America 

became independent. \·Te rec;c;;i ved torrents of immigrants -- primarily froril Europe, 

but also from llrab countries, from /;,sian countries and from HebrevT indi.viduals. 

Our main idea has al·v:ays been coexistence and, although we had just left European 

colonialism, we did not despise )r mistn:.st anyttin; tho.t srr:s.ckc:od of Europe. 

A Lqtin American philosopher said that America was for humanity and, 

fund"l.rL ntally, L::tin f,rr:c::cicans J -w·ho idealize :lhe tpracticai. thint::s but .at 

the same tim~ practice idealism, want a world for humanity. 11. world for human:i.ty 

cannot be achieved by means of slogans or exclusivistic doctrines, centered 

around a race or a nationality cr a rLligion or a philosophy, or by means of 

movements of retaliation, concentrated against rnt;n who believe in one philosOI)hy or 

one religion or have one race or belong to one nationality. '.lhat \·Tc huve to 

seck is the coexistence:; of all, every>-rhcrc. Let the ~uropean be able to live in 

rJ'rica or the J1frican in Lurope. Doors should not be closed; no exclusive 

should be set up anywhere. Holy wars aDd racial crusades should disappc:;ar. 

The vorld has had to Hve through these -- but let it ncvc.;r liv(:; tbrough them 

again. lnyone vho tries to thrm-r the Euro_r:;eans out of i'frica will be as mistaken 

as tbat man vrho s•,ror(.; to throw tbe Je>-rs out uf J~uroi,8. 1Jo human group will be 

thrown out of any place. Hen and their ideas vrill have; their influence, 'tnd the:: 

European will not disappear frcm J;frj.ca for the suuc reason that the Ji.rab never 

disappeare :"'Tern S:rain or :"':::or! the; c:m~ntrics that vcr•c: born of 2pajn, \Jhen England 

left India, she left, to a large extent, a British India -- but from India came 

a different type of nation, influ~nced b;v the Hindu philosophy, which has been 

demonstrated by the concern shown by the greatest men of Britain for the pl1ilosophy 

of the Hindus. 

In the case before us, the rr:ost important thing is that somehow, in ~\lgeria, 

a human coexistence must be mainto,ined betveen the European inhc;.oitants and the 

purely Jct'rican inhabitants. That is vhy ve are very much concerned vith the 

bellicose chauvinism Hhich is evidenced by all those who have opposed the present 

regime in Algeria. Ivty country could not accept any so:..ution tho.t would exterminate 
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the French. Nor could. we possibly countenance a solution that would exterminate 

the Arabs or the Berbers. 

However, we have ileard the Minister of Foreign Affairs of France here, who 

communicated to us th8t his Government is ready to negotiate en the future status 

of Algeria. 'I'his is most comforting and it raises our hopes. All negotiation 

is fruitful, since it brings men together. The problem, as it was submitted to 

us, is one of finding out between whom the negotiations are to take place. This 

also appears reasonable: there can be no doubt that anybody who is ready to 

negotiate should know who is ready to sit on the other side of the table. 

My delegation does not know whether the proponents of direct acticn at the 

head of the rebellion in Algeria are competent to speak on behalf of the people of 

Algeria. Be that as it may, we give them the benefit of the doubt. A priori, 

my delegation cannot admit that this is a small gang of extremists, nor can we 

consider that this is a majority group of the Algerians. Either possibility, 

before we can believe it, ha2 to be proved. vJe therefore believe that it would 

be very prudent to hold elections in Algeria, so that the leader can be chosen 

and a movement can be established that will receive the support of the majority 

of the inhabitants of the region. 

The French Government has told us here that its plans are that the elections 

should be internationally supervised. The French Government has told us that it 

is ready to invite representatives of a group of countries to be present during 

the elections. Without in any way prejudicing the French idea that the Assembly 

is not competent to judge this matter -- an idea that we shall not refer to 

today the French could also invite the United Nations to participate with that 

group of observers, inviting either the Secretary-General or the President of the 

General Assembly. 
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·He cannot accept the contention that the rebels of i.lgerie. are necessarily 

merely because they are rebels the true re:presentati ves of the people. 'I'he 

fact that there is a rebellion in l'clgeria is not absolute prcc·f that the J lgerian 

people vlish to be completely free from France. 'I'he exiro:tence of a rebellion 

is not always proof that tne rebels express the 1rill of the peopJ.e. vihat I am 

saying is not something ne-vr in the ~1istory of the Uni tecl lJations. r-:>cme 

delegations uhich conclude from the existence of th'~ rebellion in Llgeria that 

there is a movement for independence there did not -r,ukc the same vievr lvhen the 

United )';-at ions was considering the rebellion in Hun:~a:cy. 

LY delegation 1vould give its wholehearteG. S'.!J?port to any formuls. aimed ext 

solving the problem through electicns, through iirect negot:i.etiorw bet'deen the 

interested parties. vJe are of tbe opinion chat the very announcement of the 

existence of such a plan sllould bring about a cease fire. Iet the ;',J.e;erian 

people decide. ;,:fter [:111, independence is not the only solution for c.ll 

peoples. Other solutions are possible. In feet. 7 h1 our 

f:,een other solutions applied. 

deal of concern about the positi.oD of tlJe il::land en:' .Fuerto Ric~·, vrhich hac1. 

become a United States possession at the end cf tlk :.;l_J8ris?:-i.n:e-r1can ;;ar in 

fo:c the Jnclependence cf the island, and. \IE: l:1ust ~c'"Y t:.:).t, e;r:oticrn:tlly, atin 

of the a:::~rJ:Lrations of the peot;)le of fuerto :L'dco. 'fe should have been delighted 

to veJ.ccme another Hepublic in our con"Llnent. Sv.t th:o pc~ople of tlWlAto fi:Lco 

a2:;ainst the United 0tates of .:.merica --- dLi net truly repn~sent t:1e cH"i.ty of 

giving tl1e island a s:pecial kind of 
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live in conditions where human rights are fully observed; they live in freedom 

and in justice; they are as in~ependent as any peoples, except that they have 

not followed the magic slogan of "independence". They work in peace. Their 

elections are carried out in peace. They have proved that, although independence 

may be a very beautiful slogan, it is not always the panacea. They do not have 

their own seat in the United Nations. They have not brought one extra vote for 

the Latin J,merican group of nation8 here. They are developing, however, and 

are fulfilling their aspirations. 

In 1949, when Puerto Rico had already decided on its future constitutional 

regime, a specialized commission of the Organization of American States -- the 

Commission on Dependent Territories was meeting in Havana. That Commission 

discussed the position or Puerto Rico. There was a debate on whether the 

countries of America should accept the decision of the people of Puerto Rico 

as a valid decision. Fortunately, the extremist nationalistic point of view 

was not impused upon the majority, and the decision of the Puerto Ricans was 

accepted as valid. 

Could not the people of Algeria adopt a similar course? Perhaps the 

J.lgerian people will decide that they wish absolute independence. Perhaps they 

will not. f,nything could hap:pen. i-Jhat we must do is to give all opinions an 

opportunity to be heard. That can only be done as a result of free elections. 

Hy country :tas no reason to believe that an election co.rried out b;y France 

would not be free. If we were to doubt that France would carry out a free 

election, we would have to doubt tha~ there could be freedom anywhere. 

Costa Rica could never oppose the holding of elections, for my country has made 

a veritable cult of elections. In its history as a republic, Costa Rica has 

used civil war and rebellion only to defend its electoral freedom, which we in 

Costa Rica worship and of which we are most zealous guardians. 

Let us, therefore, see what support the hlgerians will give to the men who 

are fighting to achieve the independence of that country. France has said here, 

through the voice of its highest international official, that it is prepared 

to negotiate with the elected representatives of the Algerian people. It may 

well be that those elected representatives will be the representatives of the 
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movement that is now, practically speaking, at war with France. That is 

something which the electiorPwill show. 

To a large extent, the draft resolution submitted by some Asian and 

.hfrican States meets the point of viev that we have expressed with regard to 

negotiations. I feel, however, that the adoption of the draft resolution would 

be premature at this stage. He must first know who are the true, authorized 

representatives of the Algerian people and whether they have a right to 

negotiate on behalf of the l.lgerians. It is that g_uestion which the elections 

referred to by the French delegation will answer. These elections are to be held 

once a cease fire has been achieved. 

To sum up, it seems that a legal solution of the lclgerian problem is 

almost at hand, a solution with which the peace-loving nations of the world if 

I may use an expression which has been used and over-used to the point that it 

sometimes means the opposite -- would be satisfied. But we must know vrhat is 

the true will of the J,lgerian people. 

f;iy delegation is very pleased with the plan that France has outlined for 

determining the will of the f,lgerian people and for ultimately achieving the 

solution desired by that people. The best course that we can take is to give 

France the time to carry out its plan and to stop the struggle in i.lgeria so 

that the correct atmosphere for the elections may be created. 

l-lr. BELOVSKI (Yugoslavia): In speaking on the g_uestion of Algeria, I 

wish first to express my delegation 1 s gratification at the fact that, this time, 

France is taking part in our deliberations on this serious and important problem. 

I submit that our discussions have already clearly demonstrated --.'r""'· seriousness 

of the problem of J.lgeria. All that has been said here is proof of the general 

awareness, and also the general concern that tr.e situation prevailing today in Algeria 

not only is a disturbing one, but also is assuming graver and more tragic forms 

every day. For years, this situation has shown no signs of improvement. Armed 

clashes and repressive measures continue 1rithout interruption. The number of 

casualties is growing constantly. Economic loss and damage are increasing, 

while, on the international plane, the adverse effects of this state of affairs 

are making thernselves felt increasingly from year to year. 
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The situation prevailing in Algeria iuposes a great strain on France, and I 

believe that at the present time J 1-rhen the General il.ssP.mbly of the United nations 

is discussing this problem; those who are recommending and endeavouring to 

f2.cili tate the seu"rch for a solution vrhich vrould corres:pond to the national 

as:pirations of the :;;eople of Algeria cannot be excluded from the ranlw of sincere 

friends of France. Yu~osl~via 1 ~ sincere desire to contribute in this respect 

e.p]:!roach to problem my count~y has been guided by the desire to help in 

pcr3si1_;le to :i.sulate t~1e :pr6blem of Llgeri2- frol:j other problem~~ of tl:w lTorth African 

of the specific features ~nu particul2r characteristics of the tlgerian problem. 

Fi v:l.e~::red ~;eneral trend 

~- trend '{:Llich tU:1S only in tl1e cov.rss cf 011r last and :present 

Gur Crguniz2tion should ~onti~ue to fo~ter this prucess -- the emergence of 

eccuomic und cultural progrdss. The United Nations Charter ~rovides for the ~ight 

of l;eCJ}_::lec. to seli'-·ieteruination. Those :provisions of the Ch:.:L:rtel~ are actually 

fclatu~es of the Al~erian problem. ~y dele~ation is deeply convinced that any 

re~listic and just i.3olu-1.:io:n -P 
O.i the problem of Llgeria must provide for 

settlers in ~lseria as well as of the problem of future relations with France 

g£::r~eroll;;r e 

/ 
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The basic problem for us, however, is not to know the existence of a serious, 

tragic and extremely complex situation, but to try to find a method which will 

provide a way out. It would not be justifiable to disregard the efforts that 

France is exerting in this respect. However, it is a fact that the efforts exerted 

by France have not proved adequate to the situation and, even less, capable of 

arriving at a final solution of the problem of Algeria. 

It appears to us -- and I want to emphasize this in all s:in,:erity -- that 

not enough progress h~s yet been made towards understanding th~ genuine character 

of the situation in Algeria and towards admitting that the present French policy 

in that country :::.r::cunts essential.ly to the opposing of a national liberation 

movement which enjoys the broadest support of the masses of the Algerian people. 

On the other hand, the use of force and repressive measures cannot prevent the 

strengthening and the spreading of such a movement. The examples to ~his effect 

with which history provides us are numerous and eloquent, and there is no need to 

recall them here. All these examples, in their various specific forms, have been 

before our eyes during the last few decades. Consequently, the use of force cannot 

lead to any -res11lts. This has, I believe, been borne out also by the developments 

in Algeria in the course of the last few years. On the contrary the use of force 

can lead only to results which will be in direct contradiction with the expectations 

of those who are resorting to it. The later this is realized the deeper will be the 

abyss separating both sides with regard to the question of Algeria, and the graver 

will be the consequences for the interests of peaceful progress and friendship in 

the world. 

What are the criteria by which, in our view, the General Assembly should be 

guided in its efforts to point to the road to be followed with a view to solving 

the Algerian problem? ·He are faced, in the first place, with the existence of 

numerous and strong militarily and TC':i:iticaJ]y organized forces within the Algerian 

population, and the f~ct that no practical step forward can be made, as recent 

developments in Algeria have proved, without c"t;ctiating with the representatives 

of those forces for the purpose of reaching a solution. Therefore, my delegation 

is firmly convinced that a cease fire, which is undoubtedly a necessary and 

essential element fox• easing the situation, can be negotiated only through talks 

with the representatives of those forces, without whose co-operation it is not 

possible to attain either this aim or any other more lasting solution. We are 
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inclined to believe that we should not overlook this fact if we wish to ensure 

peace and solutions whic~ will generally correspond to the true interests of 

both parties. 

Having all this in mind, we advocate the method of negotiation between France 

and the representatives of the uprising in Algeria for the purpose of concluding 

a cease fire as a first step towards the solution of the question of Algeria. That 

step, however, cannot be separated and isolated from the question of solving all 

other aspects of that problem. Thus we are guided by the conviction that a 

solution at the present time can be reached only throug~ direct talks, negotiation 

and the showing of mutual respect among those parties upon which the reaching of a 

lasting solution and agreement in Algeria, as vrell as the consolidation of the 

situation in North Africa in general, primarily rests. 

In recommending such a course of action to the General Assembly my delegation 

has been guided in equal meas~re by the interests of the people of Algeria, the 

interests of France and the interests of world peace and co-operation. Consequently, 

my delegation will give its support to any proposal leading towards such solutions. 

The CHAIFMAN (interpretation from Spanish): I shall call upon the 

representative of Indonesia, since I understand that his reply will be extremely 

brief. 
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U!:~ ___ fu,~~l'!~ (Indonesia): In exercising my right of reply I should 

like to express my feeling of regret that the representative of Chile, in 

a speech at our meeting this morning on the question of Algeria, felt it 

necessary to mak'J some reference to my country. T·hat reference, I believe, 

-v;as l.mfoTtunate anc:L, indeed, irrelevant since, in fact, there is no connexion 

betveen the events in my country and the item no1.Y before the Committee. 

lioreover, i do not thinlo: that my Gove:rnraent vrould be honoured by the interest 

of the re~)resentati ve of Chile in my country -- that is to say, in connexion 

1tTith his com·fari.:;on bet·vreen the Llgerian case ani some events in ~)umatra. 

It is perfectly clear that these are t-vro cU.fferent ms,tters. i~iany countries 

have more or less f>im:i.lar difficulties such ac. tnose existing in my country 

today, ccnc1 ce:rt.cdnly nearly everyone in thi.s room \-rill agree -vri th me that 

no"body uiuhes to l~OLlpCcl'2 SUCh happenings Vi th the .\lgeria11 question, rrhe 

bloody struggle now going on in Algeria is a struggle for freedom against a 

foreign c:ml colordu.l r·,lh:!, vThile what ii3 goioc on in ;~umatra today is a 

quarrel 'Ji thin our or.rn i'amily; tbat r'anj_ly b<:::lng the independent 0tate of 

I c·.m c:cfl'aid that the J."ep1·esentati vc of Chile ctose an incorrect example 

and. I sincerely hope that the r:1atter i.s nou clear. I believe that the 

represerrtative of Chile has some mistaken ideas in this connexion, possibly 

due to lD.isinformation, a.nd I hope ths.t he:: dicl not intend. to ma};:e a seriow> 

comparison, 2. cclnpctri~3on w·l1ich I consijer te irrelevant; as 1-ras made clear 

in nw sts,te'.Y;er:t on 5 ]_;,=:"lJruary \Then I explained. the point of viev of my 

dele~;e.ticc ,,dth regard to a similar l~emar~~ by the; representative of France. 

the :~erreser;t:J.tiv~?. of Indonec;:La has not quite understood the spirit underlying 

tl1c-:..t if ~-:.Je t::~o-l:. i.ntc:· ccr~s~lder::,tiurl S\tery cies.i.:re vrhich 

~\..C·n be::·t,\IeeJ.1 

ctesires to the Ueited tton;.:;, J.t lead_ to very absltri sitL1ations.. Tl1is 

,''•'~'·'::"-1-• •. ,.,, 
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was the spirit underlying my statement, and I stressed tte fact ttat I 

-vras making no comparison betlreen that case and the Llgerian question. I 

believe t~at the explanation of the representative of Indonesia was 

unnecessary, since such a comparison was not in my mind when I mentioned 

Indonesia. 


